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Despite Jury Term's Expiration Date

Corruption Probe
Expected To Continue
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
federal probe into alleged corruption in state government is expected to continue even if a
special grand jury's term is allowed to expire Dec. 13.
A team of FBI and Internal
Revenue Service agents, under
the direction of Fitzgibbons and
other Justice Department attorneys, is working with the jury,
2
1
which has been in session 2/
years.
"We will be involved in some investigations for some time to
come," said prosecutor John Fitzgibbons of the U.S. Justice
Department. "I do not anticipate
that we will be leaving Kentucky
in the near future."
Fitzgibbons said last week that
the prosecutors could ask for a
six-month extension of the present
grand jury, or allow the current
jury's term to run out and then
seek the impanelment of a new
special grand jury.
. Twenty-three jurors were impaneled on June 14, 1979, but the
jury has lost six members because
of illness or moves outside the
district. It now has,only one more
than the minimum 16 members
required by law.
In a report last May, the jury
suggested that it would like to
wrap up its part of the
investigation.
"We have not the time — or the
energy and spirit — to close this
investigation," the jury said.

CCHS Takes
First, Second
In Tourney
"The only thing better than winning first place is winning second
place too," Calloway County High
School speech coach Larry
England said after his varsity and
junior varsity teams placed first
and second, respectively, in the
annual Nathan B. Stubblefield
Speech Tournament.
The varsity Lakers tallied 378
points in their winning effort while
the JV squad totalled 235 points.
Henry County placed third with
220. Host Murray High School did
not compete in the event.
Placing for Calloway were
Jenise Boyd, first, and Kenneth
Futrell, third, extemporaneous
speaking; Lisa Hale, second,
original oratory; Emily Dunn,second, prose; Cindy Bazzell, third,
poetry; Phil Orr, first, and Mark
Cooper, second, storytelling;
Trisha Clark, first, dramatic interpretation; Molly Imes, third,
huumorous interpretation; Sherri
Mills, first, and Hale,second, solo
acting; Mills and Janice Boggs,
first, and Annie Hanson and Lori
Burkeen,third,duo acting.
Next weekend, the Lakers will
travel to Trigg County.

In the report, the jury said that
"many serious allegations. . . remain virtually untouched" and it
endorsed the prosecutors' request
that a second grand jury be impaneled immediately.
"Together with our superiors in
Washington, we are reaching the
final stage of deciding which option we are going to pursue,"
Fitzgibbons said.
The request for a second grand
jury was denied by U.S. District
Judge Bernard T. Moynahan Jr.,
who has sharply criticized the
investigation's slow pace.
The jury has indicted four
people.
State Sen. Woodrow Stamper,
D-West Liberty, and Lexington
real estate _broker Robert F. Link
were charged with conspiracy,
mail fraud and extortion in connection with the state's 1977 purchase of the old Hidden Valley
resort. Stamper also was charged
with signing false income-tax
returns.

Link was acquitted on all
counts. Stamper was acquitted on
four counts and a jury deadlocked
on the four other charges.
A second indictment last June
charged Stamper with five new
counts — of improperly influencing a witness, mail fraud, extortion and inducing perjury — as
well as the four older charges. •
Stamper pleaded innocent and
his trial has been postponed
indefinitely because of poor
health.
Former state Democratic Party
Chairman Howard 'Sonny" /hint
Jr. of Lexington and former State
Insurance Commissioner Harold
McGuffey of Bowling Green were
indicted for alleged conspiracy
and extortion in connection with
an alleged kickback scheme involving commissions on state insurance policies. Hunt also is
charged with filing false
income-tax returns.
Both have pleaded innocent. No
trial date has been set.

Graveside Services
Set For Kenton
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
graveside service was scheduled
today in Maysville for Kentucky
House Speaker William G. Kenton, who was eulogized by a
legislative colleague as "a born
leader" whose "heart remained
with the people."
Some 500 persons, including
most of the 137 members of Kentucky's General :-ssembly, attended a funeral service Sunday
for Kenton, a three-time House
speaker who died last Thursday at
age 40. Kenton died at the University of Kentucky Medical Center
after complications following
emergency surgery to remove
blood clots from his pulmonary
artery.
Following the graveside service, Kenton was to be buried in
the Maysville Cemetery.
State Rep. William T. Brinkley,
D-Madisonville, recalled Kenton
as a friend who was "generous to
a fault" and a "soft touch."
"He was born leader. But his
heart remained with the people
from whence he received his
strength," Brinkley said.
"He was a master debater, a
parliamentarian without peer,"
Brinkley said. "Of all of his many
accomplishments, none will shine
brighter in the legislators' minds
than his infinite gift for fairness.
"In years, our friend was young,
seemingly tragically so," said
Brinkley. "But in accomplishments he was over 100."
Dr. Ted R. Sisk, pastor of the
Immanuel Baptist Chtirch, said
that, "In my opinion, our state is
poorer because we've lost William
Kenton. But our state is richer

TRUCK ACCIDENT — The extent of the injuries to Theodore Grayson,37,Grayson Trucking, had not been
determined at presstime after his truck, traveling west on Highway 1$38 left the road this morning hits tree
and caught fire. According to witnesses,Grayson was able to crawl out of the front of the cab where the windshield had been broken out. Other details concerning the wreck. were hot available from Kentucky State
Police. The Calloway County Fire-Rescue extinguished the fire.

because we had him."
Kenton, a Maysville native and
one of Lexington's most promi:
nent lawyers, was often mentioned as a possible candidate for Congress, governor or lieutenant
governor.
In last Tuesday's general election, Kenton had won election to a
seventh term in the Kentuck,
House from the 75th District and
had planned to seek a record
The Murray Lions Club, in
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im urrci y Lions Club To Conduct
GlaucomaScreeningProgrcim

today's index

•

cloudy
Cloudy with a good chance
of light rain today. Highs in
the mid 50s. Decreasing
cloudiness and cold tonight
with lows in the mid to upper
30s. Tuesday sunny and cool.
High in the low to mid 50s.
Wednesday through Friday: Fair and cool. Overnight lows in the 30s and
daytime highs mostly in the
50s.

1

Two million Americans, about
one out of every 50 over 36, have
glaucoma, according to the national society statistics. Half of
them do not realize it. With early
detection, they could be spared
from vision impairment and blindness. Glaucoma,if discovered and
treated early, can usually be arrested, but any vision lost cannot
be restored,society reports said.
All persons over 35 are advised
to have an eye examination every

other year — the best defense
against glaucoma. The disease
can strike younger people also,
particularly if there is glaucoma
In the family. Those at greatest
risk should be checked or get a screening test annually for the
disease.
The chairman of the program is
Harold Beaman along with Paul
Maggard, Hal Kemp,Gary Jones,
Shashi Tendon and Alvis Jones
serving on the committee.

Senate Subcommittee ToVote
On Administration's Request
WASHINGTON AP - The
Reagan administration's proposed array of missiles and bombers
is the target of increasing
resistance in Congress as a Senate
panel goes to work on the military
budget.
The Senate Appropriations subcommittee on defense scheduled
its initial votes today on the administration's request for $200.9
billion for the armed services in
the current fiscal year.
Sen. Ted Stevens, R-Alaska,
chairman of the panel, has said
the 100 B-1 bombers that the administration wants to buy at $250
million apiece over the nett six
years are unnecessary and. too
expensive.
The administration contends the
B-1 is needed to replace the aging
fleet of B-52s, while development
proceeds on a radar-eluding
Stealth airplane.
The action on the MX missile
and the B-1 comes as Congress
rushes to complete work on
regular agency appropriations
bills. Temporary spending
authority expires Nov. 20.
Meanwhile, congressional

leaders expect a statement from
President Reagan this week,
perhaps Tuesday; on his proposals
to hold down budget deficits that
could reach $80 billion this year
and $145 billion in 1984.
Published reports over the
weekend said Health and Human
Services Secretary Richard S.
Schweiker is proposing massive
cuts in federal welfare,. Medicaid
and Medicare programs. The
Washington Post said the cuts
may total as much as $9.3 billion
in fiscal 1983.
Congress has until Nov. 18 to
disapprove the MX and- B-1 proposals by votes of both houses.
Sen. Carl Levin of Michigan and
other Democrats have introduced
resolutions of disapproval, but
Levin conceded there is less than
a 50-50 chance Congress will consider them in the time remaining.
The House defense appropriations subcommittee has approved
a military spending bill after
voting 7-5 to provide funds for the
B-1 but to reject Reagan's request
for $1.9 billion for fiscal 1982 to
begin building 100 MX missiles.
Up to 40 of the missiles would be

put into existing silos, a plan that
opponents argue would make the
MX vulnerable to Soviet attack.
Rep. Joseph P. Addabo, D-N.Y.,
says he will renew efforts to delete
the B-1' money when the bill
reaches the floor.
As the strategic weapons debate
continues, 'Congress is awaiting
final word from Reagan on proposed cuts in benefit programs
such as Medicare and food
stamps, the defense budget,
domestic programs and certain
credit programs such as loan
guarantees.
Reagan called six weeks silo for
a $2 billion cut in 1982 defense
spending, along with $11 billion in
reductions in domestic programs
and 922 billion in Selected tax increases over three years.
Sen. Pete V. Domenic', R-N.M.,
chairman of the Senate Liudget
Committee, told ABC News on
Sunday that the White House has
agreed to fiscal 1982 budget cuts of
$4 billion in domestic programs
and $2 billion to $3 billion in
defense. White House spokesman
Peter Roussel said the figures are
still under review.

No Damage Reported

Tremor Rattles Tennessee

pf inGARROTT HONORED — M.C. Garrott (left), who recently retired after serving 13 years as director of
activities
as
the
part
of
Saturday
honored
was
State
University,
formation and public services at Murray
resolution
News Media Appreciation Day at the university. Garrott was presented several gifts, including a
on behalf
Ron
Christopher
chairman
regents
of
recogni7ing his services to the university, presented by board
at,
'11

DYERSBURG, Tenn. (AP)
An earth tremor .that registered
3.8 on the Richter scale rattled
windows • in ,Qprthern West Te-nessee=-,•SiaiiMio damage - w '
reported. Dyer County Sherilt
Tommy Cnbbs says., •
Scientists at the U.S. GeologiCal
Survey's National Earthquake'
Information. Center at Golden,
Colo., said the tremor occurred at
11:11 a.m. CST. Sunday The
survey reported the tremor was
located near Dyerstiprg.

.We did get-a lot of phone calls
pertaining to it,"-Cribba said. "It
.easily felt. It was hard enough
was
it -shook the windows Off#111.
than Wilk' •
The sheriff said the
lasted "Proba bly less dthairill
seconds."
Don Finley, a spokesman for the
survey:.said Dyersburg is located
on —the edge of southeast .
Missouri's New lifedri6 alle
zone. the scentr=of the strongest
recorded series of earthquikes-in

the nation's history in 1811 and
1812, before the Richter scale was
used. Aftershocks from the
_nunirres ..-cospinast ler iertr".1.,
Matey -7
Cribba said the area regularly
experiences tremors • "every fe*
months.The Richter scale is a measure
at ground motion as recorded on
seisMographs. Each increase of
one'number means a tenfold increase in magnitude.
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Space Shuttle Being Refueled
Astronauts Review Plans

•

The two astronauts who will fly the two units, flushed the plumbCAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
the mission, Joe Engle and ing, installed new filters and filled
— Workers wearing protective
Richard Truly, spent a quiet each unit with three quarts of new
suits filled Columbia's cleaned-up
weekend with their families at oil — a special blend developed for
power units with highly toxic
hydrazine fuel today u the ship - their homes irrflouston anctplann- - military use which costs $5 a
was readied for a second attempt ed today to review their flight plan quart.
Before the units were cleaned,
to make a repeat journey into at the Johnson Space Center
there. Truly reportedly was elated 295 pounds of hydrazine was
space.
The renewed countdown starts that the new launch date falls on drained from each one.
Engle and Truly are to exercise
at 8 a.m. EST Tuesday, with liftoff his 44th birthday.
They will fly to Cape Canaveral Columbia's systems far more
set for 7:30 a.m. Thursday.
The launch pad was off-limits Tuesday, ready once again to strenuously than astronauts John
board Columbia for the planned Young and Richard Truly did on
today to all except those involved
in the fueling of the units, whose five-day flight, the shuttle's se- its first flight in April
clogged filters caused last week's cond. They came within 31
postponement. The pad was to seconds of liftoff last Wednesday
reopen in late afternoon after be- only to be thwarted by choked
ing closed since the slow, filters in two of the ship's three
methodical fueling operation auxiliary power units.
The APUs are crucial because
began Sunday.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Crews worked during the night they drive the hydraulic lines that
Henderson banker Dale Sights,
to service oxygen tanks and steer the spaceship's main
former President Carter's top
electricity-producing fuel cells engines and operate the landing
contact in Kentucky,apparently is
and clean up the pad in prepara- gear,rudder and wing flaps.
the leading candidate for the post
The National Aeronautics and
tion for starting the count.
of chairman of the Kentucky
On Saturday, the space agency Space Administration reported
TOUR GROUP — U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard sits in the Rayburn Room of the Us. Capitol with
rescheduled the launch after Saturday the APU filters were ' Democratic Party.
members of the Twin Lake Tours group who visited Washington, D.C., recently. Members of the tour
Sights,41, is currently treasurer group were from Murray, Mayfield, Benton and Dawson Springs, Ky., and Camden and Paris, Tenn.
certifying that the two con- stopped up by a waxy substance
of the party, which lost its Thelma Nanney (seated,second from right), Route 1,Benton, was the tour group leader.
taminated units were flightworthy produced by the chemical action
chairman last week when Tracy
after being flushed and replenish- between the units' lubricating oil,
Farmer resigned to take a posied with two new filters and six water and a small amount of
tion in Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
fresh quarts of oil. If replacement hydrazine that apparently leaked
administration.
had been necessary, the flight through pressure seals.
Sights said that Brown and
Technicians working nonstop in
would have been delayed until
Farmer have contacted him in the
three shifts drained the oil from
next week.
pastfew days.
"I guess I'll have to make a
decision pretty soon," Sights said.
The Democratic State Central
WASHINGTON (AP) — Nancy business brings him from Los
set and coloring Monday afterCommittee is scheduled to meet Reagan's White House beauty Angeles to Washington for one
noon before the state dinner, a
Tuesday to decide on a new party salon has a new look: more than week each month.
comb-out Tuesday, Wednesday
chairman.
$8,000 in renovations featuring a
Mrs. Reagan's press secretary, \ and Thursday, and streaking,
hideaway shampoo bowl, a Louis Sheila Tate, said the project was
shampoo and set on Saturday,"
XV lounge chair and a handmade totally separate from last spring's
Weir said.
wool rug. All were donated by the campaign that raised more than
He said Mrs. Reagan is billed
beauty industry.
$1 million for redecorating the
monthly at his regular rate and
The Murray Rotary Club Christmas Parade, scheduled Dec. 5,
The first lady calls it her White House and buying new state
pays by personal check.
Students at East Calloway, "cosmetology room" and says it china.
is appealing to entrants, according to parade chairman David
Weir said he and other hair
North Calloway, Southwest has been a "big help" in meeting
King.
Mrs. Tate said reporters could
dressers
contacted the beauty
Calloway
and
Calloway
Middle
are
inHorsemen, drivers of antique automobiles and others
her pectic schedule.
not view the salon, and the White
trade association to ask if its
schools will be inviting their
vited to participate in the parade,King said.
The donations were accepted House would not release pictures
members would solicit donations
grandparents to visit them at their from beauty salon companies of it. But the Associated Press
The parade will form on North 10th Street, proceed east on Main
for
the White House salen.
schools
and
have
lunch
during
the
and
Ninth
Eighth
stand
between
judges'
pass
the
Street and
belonging to the National Hair- obtained correspondence between
second
week of November. The oc- dressers and Cosmetologists the White House and beauty comStreets and end in the Tappan parking lot.
Mrs. Reagan wrote to Alexcasion is Grandparent's Day.
King asked all who plan to participate in the parade complete
Association, according to • NHCA pany officials, as well as photos,' ander Nweeia, the association
Grandparents of students in correspondence and White House and donors described the
the entry form below and send it to Chuck Foster,Bank of Murray,
president,- last- month, thanking
Grades 1, 3, and 5 are invited officials.
P.O. Box 1080, Murray,Ky.,42071.
him for his "involvement and
materials and provided retail
Tuesday, Nov. 10; Grades 7 and 8
Name of Organization_
renovation of the cosmetology
The salon, located in the White values.
on Wednesday, Nov. 11, and House living quarters and used onroom," according to a letter made
The equipment can be hidden
Grades 2, 4 and 6 on Thursday, ly by the first family, is decorated from view by
Contact Person
available to the AP.
closing closet doors.
Nov. 12.Lunch prices for all to resemble a sitting room when
"It certainly has proven a big
Hair dresser Robin Weir, who
grandparents of students will be not in use. It features a salmon- works closely with Bengtsson and
Address
help to me,in keeping up with a
75 cents.
busy life and meeting schedule
colored Louis XV lounge chair. does Mrs. Reagan's hair when he
Those planning to visit are ask- Valued at $400 by donor Steven is not in Washington, said that
Description of Entry
deadlines," she wrote.
ed to call the individual school of- Mittman in New York, the chair because of
frequent public apThe White House beauty salon
fices on Monday, Nov. 9 to make sits in a corner.
pearances, the first lady
was
first designed by Patricia
lunch reservations.
Also included are a $720 white sometimes has to have her hair
Nixon and-has been used by her
leather chair and a $230 done almost every day.
successors. Rosalynn Carter
Blue Cross•
manicurist stool.
Bk.e Shield •
Last week, for instance, "she
made extensive plans to renovate
Delta Dental
"It's
beautiful,"
said
Julius
had
a
comb-out
Monday
morning
it
but decided to leave the work for
el Kentucky •
Bengtsson, Mrs. Reagan's before the arrival ceremony for
Mrs. Reagan after Carter was
Your professionals in health care financing
favorite hair dresser, whose King Hussein (of Jordan),a wash,
defeated in 1980, Mrs. Tate said.

Dale Sights

LeadingCandidate

Beauty Salon In White House
Undergoes $8,000 Facelift

Murray Rotary Club

Asks For Parade Entrants

Schools To Host
Grandparents

Activists Seek To Curb Power
Of Judges;Pressure Reagan
WASHINGTON (AP) — New activists and conservative
Right activists are mounting a Republican Sens. John P. East of
campaign to curb the power of North Carolina, Orrin -Hatch of
federal judges as a way of Utah, Charles Grassley of Iowa
pressuring the judiciary and the and Alan K.Simpson of Wyoming.
Reagan • administration into a
The book was produced by the
more conservative role on social Free Congress Research & Educaissues like busing, abortion and tion Foundation, whose president,
school prayer.
39-year-old New Right activist
Newly prominent in Ronald Paul M. Weyrich, is a frank adReagan's Washington, these con- mirer of Roosevelt's effort. In an
servative activists are joining interview last week, he noted that
allies in Congress in an open effort after Roosevelt's bill failed, "the
either to sway federal judges into Supreme Court sudddenly
reversing a series of decisions or discovered a new interpretation
to pry support from the ad- which brought about that which he
ministration for legislation to had wanted in the first place."
strip federal judges of power to
"Even if we do not succeed in
rule on such issues.
changing the law or the ConstituTheir efforts, coupled with other tion, we will change the nature of
steps the administration has the judiciary by making this a hot
endorsed, comprise the most political issue," Weyrich said. He
significant assault on federal reasons that wide public
court decisions since Franklin D. discussion of ideas like reconfirmRoosevelt proposed packing the ing or electing federal judges or
Supreme Court with additional limiting their jurisdiction will
justices after it rejected New Deal make them "think twice about
economic legislation.
some of the decisions they have
The campaign will begin Nov. 19 been coming up with."
with formal publication of "A
Weyrich acknowledged that the
Blueprint for Judical Reform," 22 social issues are too contioversial
essays by scholars, state officials, for Congress to address head-on.
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"The social issues have been
dividing even conservatives, but
the economic conservatives, the
social conservatives, the defense
conservatives and moderates and
even some liberals don't like
federal judges deciding those
issues," Weyrich said. "They
unite to agree that the courts have
gone too far and that those issues
are best handled at the state and
local level."
Weyrich's effort comes at a
time when there are 31 bills in
Congress designed to strip either
the Supreme Court or lower
federal courts of power to rule on
various social issues.
Meantime, top Reagan adviser
Edwin Meese III told The
Washington Post in,July, "I personally have some real concerns
about selectively cutting back on
the authority of the court....That's
a kind of a conflict between branches I would hope we would not
get into."
The administration decided early to postpone divisive fights
over social issues until Congress
completes work on its economic
program.

Robb's Phone Lines Flooded
A

Democrats Look For Jobs
RICHMOND (AP) — Virginia
Democrats are jamming the
telephone lines to congratulate Lt.
Gov. Charles Robb on his victory
in the governor's race and to see if
they can get a job with his new
administration.
David McCloud, the governorelect's aide fielding the calls, said
he's 'becoming inte of the most
well-qualified likephorie operators
in the state" in his job as transition director.
Robb will be able- to appoint
more than 2,300 people to positions'
in state government in his fouryear term..
But job-hungry Democrats
should note that only a relative
handful of the jobs Robb can appoint them to pays a salary or
wields any real power.

There are positions that pay
visory or study commissions on
well, of course, such as the gover- aging or Youth Government Day
nor's cabinet secretaries who
or Virginia dark-fired tobacco.
head state agencies.
McCloud has prepared & 294The cabinet membersghosen by - page report to help Robb organize
Robb will direct the departments - his administration during the
of Administration and Finance, brief 2½-month transition betCommerce and Resources
ween election and inauguration.
Education, Human., Resources,
alt tries to set forth ,the issues
Public Sal'ety, and -that the goveruppakrUs going to
Transport&tion.
_ face.and. have to make decisions
There *also are positionsof great on — as best we.can analyze them
power or prestige, such as
— in thefuture," McCloud said,.
membership on the boards of die
One of the most critical areas
slate's universities, pr on ,the
covered; McCloud said, is how to
Highways and Transportation
cope with the Reagan administraCommission, an agency that contion's budget and tax cuts. But it
trols hundreds of jobs and deals
also deals with the more
with millions of dollars in road
"mechanical things" like 1,060
contracts.
people Robb must appoint to
But there are many more with
boards and commissior• by July
only limited appeal, such as ad1.
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Agree Or Not

Opportunity Awaits
FRANKFORT — The weakness of the legislative branch
legislature has never had a better as opposed to the office of goveropportunity to bring its power
more equal to the governor's ofThe legislature should provide
fice than it will have in the 1112 for a Council ot unpaid prominent
session.
citizens to approve road projects
The November3vote
mitt make- recommendations to
cession amendment can be inter- the Highway Commissioner and
preted as a clear call from the Department.
electorate to exercise this opIt probably wouldn't be a bad
portunity. The overwhelming dif- idea to return to the old District
ference in power at the command Highway Commissioner system
of the governor was one of the created by the predominately
overriding factors in the cam- Democratic legislature when they
paign that awakened the elec- 'took control of the department
torate to vote 2 to 1 to defeat the away from Republican Governor
amendment.
Flem D. Sampson in the 1920s.
The governor's almost complete These commissioners could make
control of the budget after it is recommendations and be in a
given legislative approval puts the good position because they are
legislative branch at a distinct closer to the people.
disadvantage. This was
The legislature also ought to
demonstrated during the cam- pass a law that would prohibit the
paign when the governor took the governor's reorganizing state
"Freak and Johnny" show on government to suit his whims.
the road passing out roads and Consider the mess today. The
other projects in about every sec- governor should be permitted to
tion of the state. At present, the recommend, but not put into acgovernor has the complete tion by executive order, a
highwarbudget at his command. reorganization plan to the
He can give and he can take away legislature. As it is now, it is put
as has been demonstrated in the into action and submitted for
past by incoming governors who legislative approval as much as a
have cancelled projects awarded year and a half later.
by the previous governor.
The legislature could take abMoreover, no appointive official solute control of the budget prosuch as Transportation Secretary cess, appoint a budget commisFrank Metts should have the sion if it wishes, and let the goverpower, with the governor's ap- nor have recommendation
parent approval, to obliterate an privilege only.
important division of government
Many state use such systems.
such as Photogrammetry in the
A legislative committee should
Highway Department as Metts did have the power to approve or
and sacrifice the expensive equip- disapprove large construction
ment at bargain used prices.
projects as well as salaries of all
Metts had no experience or appointive officials. At least, top
education in highway construction limits should be set for certain
when he was appointed and over- positions.
ruled engineers with years of exThe Regulations Oversight
perience in scuttling Photogram- Committee should have the
metry.
authority to turn down any regula• Much as Brown has talked about tion submitted. As it is now, the
operating government like a committee can turn one down and
'business, Metts had no board of send it back, but the department
directors to be responsible to for or governor can put it into effect •
approval. The governor didn't despite the committee. About as
have to ask anyone for approval:
much lase is made by regulation
This demonstrates the as by the legislature.

Legislators Sensitive,Reluctant
FRANKFORT, Ky. ) AP) Kentucky legislators may be sensitive about a governor's encroachment on their affairs, but
they also seem reluctant to interfere in executive branch
matters. _
In a discussion last Friday, a
legislative committee rejected
two suggested options which
would have given the lawmakers
input into the State Investment
Commission.
The commission determines
WRITE A LETTER

Letters to the editor are
welcomed and encOuraged.
All letters must be signed by
the writer and the writer's
address and phone number
must be included for
verification. The phone
number will not be published_
1,etters should be
typewritten and doublespaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of
general interest.
Editors reserve the right
to condense or reject any letter and limit frequent
writers.
Address correspondence
to: Editor, The Murray
Ledger & Times, Box 32,
Murray,Ky. 42071.

Business Mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — Seeking
to surmount the debilitating
impact of high borrowing costs,
homebuilders and brokers are
urging on Washington a
program they say will lower interest rates and inflation too.
The first goal, they say, is
nothing more than was promised — that the president and
Congress hold the federal
deficit to under $42.5 billion in
fiscal 1982 and balance the
budget in fiscal 1984.
Next, they ask the Federal
Reserve Boar* to allow the
money supply to increase at the
higher end of its targets, instead of at the lower and more
restrictive end of what it considers to be permissible
growth.
To achieve these ends, they
would favor more budget cuts if
necessary, and would support
delays in personal income tax
cuts also.
And finally, they ask the
president to appoint a nonbanking,small-business person
to fill the first vacancy that
opens on the Federal Reserve
Board, which they say does not
understand small businesses.
That amounts to severe
criticism of President
Reagan's heavy reliance on
high interest rates to curb inflation, and fears that the deficit
might swell $20 billion beyond
the original $42.5 billion target.
The impact of the deficit is
direct, says Jack Carlson, executive vice president of the
National Association of
Realtors. An economist, he
claims housing's portion of the
money taken by government to
finance the deficit is 25 pereent.
"For every $10 billion of deficit,
$2.5 billion is taken from home
,mortgages," he argues.
Robert Sheehan, associate
director of economic research
for the National Association of
Home Builders, has an
equivalent statistic for the impact of high interest rates,
which he sees as a csinsequence
of deficits and extensive
government borrowing. Drop
interest rates just 1 percentage
point from the current average
of about 17, he says, and 800,000
more families would be able to
qualify for borne mortgage
loans.
It is statistics such as these
- that aromse anger in the industry, and among wattldlie
homeburs also. "It (government po y) is anti-housing. It
is insensitive to interest rates,"
• says Carlson. Says Louis
Thompson, Jr., NAHB vice
president, "We're about ready
• to take the gloves off."
But of more immediate concern is a meter on which
•

builders and brokers seem to
break rank with some lenders.
Builders and real estate
brokers insist it is necessary
that savings and loan associations and savings banks, traditional home mortgage lenders,
remain tied to the housing industry, rather than freed to expand into other areas of
finance.
The nail in housing's coffin,
says the NAHB, is a_bill now
pending that would permit
thrift institutions to use 100 percent of their assets for corporate, business or farms
loans, and investments in
commercial paper, corporate
securities and consumer loans.
Such activities are now limited
by regulations to 20 percent of
assets.
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of the interim Joint Committee on
Education.
After presenting the investment
commission makeup of eight randomly selected states, Ms. Gritz
offered four options for Kentucky
"to more evenly balance the
power, yet meet constitutional
requirements."
Two options would authorize the
Legislative Research Commission
to recommend names for a governor to appoint to the investment
commission.
The- response of Program
Review commitee members was
that the legislature should play no
role in an area handled by the executive branch.
&It's inappropriate," said Sen.
Ed O'Daniel,. fl-Springfield, adding that such a trend could produce the paradox of the
legislature "overseeing its own
people" on boards and
commissions.
Rep. Steve Wilborn, DShelbyville, said neither of the
four options really would change
the treasurer's complaint about
his lack of power on the commission "and I'm inclined to leave it
as it is."
O'Daniel pointed out that the
legislature recommending names
to the governor is not the same as
direct involvement, but his colleagues were clearly uncomfortable with any expansion into executive authority.
At the suggestion of Sen. Robert
Martin, 1)-Richmond, the new
chairman, the committee will
take' up the subject again next
month.
Martin replaced Rep. Buddy
Adams,1)-Bowling Green, who did
not seek re-election and now is a
legislative liaison official in
Brown's office.

Heartilile

Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Headline, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria,Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am retiring in a
few months at the age of 65. I was
considering joining AARP, but a
friend told me that that organizahome for that, and I was."
Such determliiation has been a tion was involved in some sort of
trademark of his career,launched. law suit and advised me not to join
it. Can you give me any informain 1972 when he pinned on a deputy
tion
about this? F.T.
sheriff's badge. After his father
ANSWER: At this time, all we
died three years later, Clements
know is that a class action suit
completed the unexpired term.
was filed against the American
"I never ran for anything with
Association of Retired Persons
the idea that it was a stepping
stone to a higher job," he said. "I ( AARP ) and Colonial Penn Insurance Company, claiming that
always got accused of that but
Colonial Penn "dominated and
those folks were wrong. You run
controlled" AARP. AARP has
for office because you want to
heavily promoted and sold to its
represent all your people. And
members insurance exclusively
when you get that office, you
from Colonial Penn Insurance
devote all your time to it."
Company. The suit has been settlHe was elected county court
ed out of court. This is all the inclerk twice and held the county
formation we have.
judgeship twice.
HEARTLINE: My husband
Clements won a seat in the state
passed away two years ago. All
Senate and was picked as majoriduring his working career, every
ty leader. He continued climbing
month, he bought a Series E Sav— to a seat in the U.S. Congress, to
ings
Bond. The ones he purchased
the governorship, and to the
before 1952 are reaching maturity,
Senate, where he was Democratic
and, as I understand it, as they
majority whip, working alongside
mature, all interest earned will be
his close friend, Lyndon Johnson.
subject to taxes, whether I cash
Clements.' bid for re-election
them in or not. How can I prevent
failed, by just over 6,000 votes.
this from happening? H.P.
.
He left the political arena but
ANSWER: You can defer paysome of the skills he had acquired
ment of these taxes by trading
were passed along to students. at
the University of Massachusetts, your Series M Bonds for the:new
where he served as Ford Founda- Series HH bonds. The Series HH
Jilonds -reach-maturity within 10
don Professoref Public Affairs -'
years from the date of purchase.
-Later, he became president of
However, you only have the ofitio•
the American Tobacco Institute
for trading the bonds for up to one
and still serves as a eonsultanto if
year after the final date of maturi.needed.
ty of the Series E Bonds.
"I smoke because I enjoy it," he
"HEARTLINE: I am a widow
said: "Stopped once 'for 25 years
and arri faced with trying to get a,
but started again:" It's a-pleasure
,good Medicare supplement policy.
at my age."
I never had to worry much abobt
What's he do for entertainment?
"Hell, I'm alive at. 85. That's 'insurance before,. because my
husband always took care of it, I
enough for me." "

Clements Still Active
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
When annoyed, his voice still carries the sting of a whip but time
has taught him to use it sparingly.
He moves around the house in a
walker and grumbles about the
slow pace. "You can't run down
the road in one of these things.
That's life,I guess."
He avoids comment on controversial issues and skillfully
moves the conversation into other
fields. "My day as a politician is
over," he explains.
But Earle C. Clements'
knowledge of what's happening in
Kentucky is as fresh as it was in
the years when he served as a congressman, governor and U.S.
senator.
"I had my share of fun, and it's
nice to look back and remember
some of the scraps. They were
beauties. I wouldn't change any of
it."
He has a secretary to handle the
telephone calls and correspondence sent to Morganfield
and a housekeeper who "sees that
I eat properly. I'm trying to get
back the 20 pounds I dropped last
month the hard way."
He was referring to his trip to a
Memphis hospital for surgery to
"implant an artificial hip in me.
The top of the hip the Lord gave
me had worn out and I needed
another. The ne* one works all
right. I'm in good humor about
-ft.',
After he was admitted,
Cle ents informed the hospital
that he wanted to be released for
his birthday Oct. 22. "They got all
kinds of rules in hospitals but Inslated that I was going to be back

where the state will invest the
bulk of its money, and that
sometimes means interest rate
variances amount to millions of
dollars, depending on the sources
-chosen for deposits. • ,
State Treasurer Drexel' Davis
is one of four commission
members. The others are in the
governor's corner, and Davis has
complained that this weights the
odds against the treasurer. Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
been pushing Davis to increase
earnings on-state investments.
Concerned that the governor's
odds may even increase through
legislation in 1982, Davis has told
lawmakers they should not swing
the balance of investment responsibilities "in an even more lopsided fashion toward the executive
branch."
The matter has been taken up
-by the Committee for Program
Review and Investigation, which
rides herd on state spending
practices.
Currently, the governor and his
secretaries of commerce and
finance make up the investment
panel, giving him the 3-1 margin.
"To more evenly balance the
power an4 perhaps add other
perspectives to the commission's
deliberations, it was suggested
that the legislature somehow
maintain an ongoing interest in
the activities of the commission,"
said a report by Tanya Gritz of the
Program Review staff.
She said that the law gives the
governor power to make appointments to boards and commissions,
but that legislation can specify the
offices to be represented.
For example, the statute
creating the Kentucky School
Building Authority designated as
one of the members the chairman

have looked at several different
policies, and I don't really understand what is meant by "Preexisting conditions." I would trust
your explanation of this term. C.
B.
ANSWER: It's really just what
it says. A pre-existing condition is
any medical problem for which
you have consulted or been
treated by a doctor in the past.
Usually the insurance company
will ask that any such information
that has occurred during the past
five years be included in the policy
application. If you should fail to
list one, then the company could
refuse to pay for a claim on that
particular illness or treatment if it
recurs.
For a very good explanation of
health insurance in general, and
Medicare supplements in specific,
our Headline's Guide to Health
Insurance and Medicare Supplements is available by sending
81.75 to our address above.

ABOUT MSPAGE
Editorials, cohonno and
ethos opialoastd articles ea
this page are presented for
the purpose of providlig a
form for the free exchange
of differing opinions
We at Ttw Murray Ledger
Ii MINS strongly believe
to limit opinionated articles
to only those which parallel
the editorial phdasophy of
this newspaper would be a
dioservir,to OUT readers
Therefore, we encourage
readers who do.not agree
with an editorial stand or the
ideas presented by an individual writer in a column
or other article, to respond
with their feelings on the
particular issues being
discussed with a letter to the
editor
By the same token, if an
issue has not been discussed
on this page and a reader
feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general
public, we welcome a letter
to the editor or an authored
article about whatever that
topic might be.

Looking Back

10 Years Ago
Deaths reported included Ethel
Parker, 83, the Rev. !toile
Cowans,and Harry G. Broach,65.
The annual back-to-school night
for parents at Calloway County
High School was Nov. 8 in Jeffrey
gymnasium with Howard Crittenden, principal, welcoming the •
group.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Walston, Rt.
2, Murray,celebrated their golden
wedding anniversary on Nov. 12.
• Births reported included a girl
to Mr.and Mrs. Fred-Gillum, Nov.
3, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Keel Nov. 5.
Elected as officers of Welcome
Wagon Newcomers Club were
Phyllis Miller, Mary Jo Johnson.
Sophie Sagrera, PrisCilla Schenbacher, Teckla Farrell, Ruth
Futrell, and Barbara Brandon.

20 Yearn Ago
Woodrow Rickman, elected a
sheriff of Calloway County by
voters on Nov. 7, has named
Taylor Gooch as chief deputy and
Mrs. Brent Manning as office
deputy.
Deaths reported include A.C.
Story.
Robert 0. Miller had been asked
to speak at the meeting of the
Missouri Veterinary Medical
Association at Kansas City, Mo.,
Feb. 12, 1962.
George Hodge, Marty Fox, Al
Lindsey, James Neale, Bob
Wright, Red Howe, Garritt
Beshear, Richard Lassiter; ffill
Fandrich, U. L. Knight, and Bobby Wade had top averages in bowling in the Kentucky Lake League
at Corvette Lanes.

30 Yearn Ago
Cpl. Joe Rogers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hafford Rogers, Murray.
was stationed in Verden, Fratice.
Charles H. Tolley, avibtion
machinist's mate airman apprentice, U.S. Navy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Bryan Tolley, was
stationed at All Weather Flight
School, Naval Air Station, Corpus
Christi, Texas.
Births reported included a girl
to Gene and Marion Potts, Nov. 3,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Warren,
Nov. 3, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Parker, Nov. 4, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Turner, Nov.5.
Donna Lou Tuck was chosen
Miss Murray High School and
Sara Jane Jones as Miss Murray
Grade School at the annual Halloween carnival of the school. "
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HEALTH

,t)iti its an
Monday,Nov.9
Mary Rowlett Group
of Blood River Baptist
Church Women will
meetat4.m.
American Legion
Post and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Hall.

Wants to enjoy ice WIWI'
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
drink all the milk I desired. have intolerance to lactose preen of adult blacks and
other ethnic groups. It camNow all of a sudden I can't. in milk, this is an
Why? I also have arthritis product you can add
_ Pkaftendau aanaldal
imd- have had cancer of the Then leave the milk In de =a symptoms very similar
_Was_imsabinaad
refrigerator
bearwhile _
breast.4 that as any
enzyme splits the Ittilk noir edion. The undigest. milk
illibEAR READER — I'm in the same way your own sugar acts like a chemical
glad you have found out enzymes do in your digestive lintative in many respects
about Lact-Aid, For the ben- system if you still hive ead the effects can be quite
efit of other readers who
enzymes. Randers
wanting more intensities aria", scion problem is
on this product eali alts aseessed la greater detail in
SugarLo Company, P.O. HOZ The Illealth Letter number?1100, Pleasantville, NJ 2, Milk Products: Good and
All Limited Edition
Bad, *Mc* I am sending
08232.
Lactose intolerasee is you. Others who want this
extremely comma' in issue can send 7$ oaks with
Prints
Off
adults, occurring ill eMut 10 a long, stamped, ;elfpercent of adult'Anglo-Sax- addressed envelope for it to
ons and in as many as $O me, in care of this newspa4 Days °sly Nov 11-1113.14
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City *Station, New York, NY
Christmas Special!
7:00,1:00
10019.
Additional Discount# Ye.,
Milk and milk products
IudsThhlL
Hors h homed
are found in large numbers
641 N.753-0077 Murray
of cdthmercially prepared
foods. You will even find
lactose in some candy. The
only solution for the person
with a severe problem is to
Centel:0C fr • 753.014
incubate the Milk with LactNovember
Aid at home, then use this
10 I I I 7
milk_lainake cream sauces,
7:15,9:10_ _
puddings, ice cream and
2
other favorite foods.
Lactose intolerance is
usually caused by a gradual
disappearance of a natural
enzyme as a person grows
s or
Men
'
out of childhood. But it can
be caused by infections such
as amebiasis, giardiasis and
other medical problems that
Raincoats,
affect the intestines. That
Topcoats,
sometimes accounts for the
sudden onset of milk intolerCarcoats
ance in a person who has
previously had no problems.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
well except for after-surgery pains occasionally. Is
there any danger in having
7:15,9:20
slight traces of blood in the
Coupon
bowel movement? Also what
causes a floating bowel
Sportcoats, Biszers,
HOUR
movement?
Windbreaker.,C.P.O.'s
- DEAR READER — You
DRY
do not say what type of surgery- you bad. But anyone
who has unexplained blood -Control Shopping Center
Limit 2 in • the stools must see a
Open 700 a.m. to 6.00 o.m in coupon mum
OCCOMPIry gam..
doctor. It can be a sign of
Phone 753-9525
feed lac 111-12
L_
cancer of the bowel. It can
be hemorrhoids.
But it is best to know and
not to guess. When cancer of
Laundered and pressed
the bowel is detected early
, it can often be
to perfection
. Unfortunately it is
prices good all week'
folded or on hangers
Ch•itno S •753 3313
often detected late:

DEAR DR LAMB - lam
one of those who cannot tolerate milk or milk products.
I learned about Lact-Aid and
amusing-it. But what do Ida
about ice cream, which I
love' I like to eat a lot of it
in the summer
Until recently I was able
to eat all the ice cream and
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ROGER'S JEWELER
PRE-CHRISTMAS
SALE
tictfE

Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the Health Center,
North Seventh and
Olive Streets.
Sigma Department
of Murray Woman's
Club will Meet at 7:30
p.m.at the club house.
Adult Education
Class will meet from
to 9 p.m. at Calloway
County High School.
Southwest FTC will
meet at 7 p.m.
Reservations for
ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday at Murray
Country Club should
be ma,de by today by
calling Charlotte
Gregory, 753-1898, or
Andrea Hogancamp
753-0638.
Murray Chapter of
National Hairdressers
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade
Tuesday,Nov.10
Murray Branch of
American Association
of University Women
will meet at 7:15 p.m.
at home of Dr. Ruth
Cole, 814 Main Street.
Dr. Jim Mathis will
speak about "Money
Talks."
Reservations for
ladies day luncheon on
Wethiesday at Oaks
Country Club should
be made by calling
Susy Wells or Mary
Bain.
•
Groups-Offirst Baptist Church Women
will meet as follows: I
with Mrs. Owen Billington at 9 a.m. and II
with Mrs. Bailey Riggins at 2 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist
Young Women will
meet at church at 7
p.m. with Emma Lou
Adams as hostess.
feltle
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Baptist Young
Women of Westside
Church will meet with
Pat Dalton at7 p.m.
- Groups of Christian
Women's Fellowship
of First Christian
Church will meet as
follows: I in home of
Mrs. John Quertermous, DOB Wells, at 10
a.m. with program by
Mrs. Walt Apperson
III in home of Mrs.
Mike Holton, 1553 Oxford, at 7:30 p.m. with
program by Mrs.
Mark Underwood.
Parenti-Monymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
759-1087 or 753-6917.
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at west end of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Health Center.
Back to School Night
will be at 7 p.m. at
Murray Middle School.
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By Abigail Van Buren

Sometimes Less Is More
When Expressing Love
DEAR READERS:As we grow older, we are boiled
to have friends and relatives who become teneleelly
ill. Sadly enough,because we don't know whatto SwF,
we sometimes ignore them.
Some of these friends and relatives may live far
away, making visits impossible, but your COIIIICIONIC•
keeps gnawing at you, and you really wait these to
know that you're thinking about them.
You browse around in a card shop,and whatdo you
find? Cards that say,"Get well soon!" Or,"You'll be
up and around in no time!" And, "Wields' yes•
speedy recovery."
Such cheery messages are clearly inappropriate
when you know, and they know (and worse yet,they
know that you know), that they will not be "up and
around in no time."
So, what can you say?
It need not be a flowery, literary mastirrpieee in
order to be effective. Write a brief,sincere miesage to
express your feelings:
"Dear Molly,
George and I want you to know that you are in our
thoughts and our prayers.
We love you.
The above is from my new revised and updated
booklet,"How to Write Letters for All Oceastolse."Yo
obtain it, write to Abby, Letter liooklet, 12080
Hawthorne Blvd., Suite 5000, Hatlithortte, Calf.
90250, and enclose $2 plus a long,stamped(37cents),
self-addressed envelope.

Countryside
Homemakers Club will
meet at 10 a.m. at the
home of Anne Fuson.
DEAR ABBY: Help! My mother-in-law thinks a
woman should worship her husband,family and hoist
_ . and
Wednesday, Nov. 11
be a total slave.
Monthly birthday party If she hears that my husband and I hired a sitter
OD we
for senior citizens will be could spend an evening out, she tells me we are too
at 11 a.m. at Douglas extravagant. If it's mentioned that my husband heisted with
Center. Also an organiza- the housework or children, she says it's the woman's job to
tion tor a coupon clipping take care of the house and kids.
club as a service to senior When she sees me doing a crossword puzzle, painting or
anything that's a hobby, she tells me that she never hid
citizens will be organized time for that kind of foolishness,and I am a sorry
excuse for
by Wilma Wilson, site a wife and mother.
director.
All her- children are grown. She's 55 — too young to be
Make Today Count'will senile.! know she didn't have an easy life, and it bugs her to
meet at 1:30 p.m. at see me have it easier than she did. I think she needs
counseling, but I'm not brave enough to suggest It to her.
education unit, Murray- I've tried telling her IV* none of her business,but
she says
Call way County the welfare of her son and his children will always be her
Hospital.
business!
What should I do? She lives near me and I can't avoid her.
BUGGED IN CICERO
Returning Students
United will meet at 7:45 DEAR
BUGGED:You can't change your mother-in- a.m.at Ordway Hall.
law, but you can try to develop a tougher bide and
Overeaters Anonymous refuse to blow your top when she comes on with her
meddling and putdowns. Don't
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in cheerful and agreeable. And go argue. Be pleasant,
right on doing as you
Classroom Two, Murray- please.
Calloway County
S..
Hospital.
irint
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We are pleased to
announce that
Tracey Brown, brideelect of Mike Hendrix
has chosen her pottery, china, formal
and informal flatware, formal and informal crystal and
accessories from our
complete bridal
registry. Tracy and
Mike will be married
Dec. 19th
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DEAR ABBY: I work in an office building about six
blocks from downtown. Every day on my lunch hour,I enjoy
walking downtown, window-shopping, browsing or doing
errands. It's relaxing for me to get away from my desk alone
for an hour.
However, lately a co-worker has been joining me every
single day! We're the same age and have much in oommidn,
and she is very nice, but I don't enjoy spending every lunch
hour with someone work with all day. Beside*, I feel
compelled to keep up a running conversation the whole time,
and I'm not able to window-shop or do many of the things I
want to do.
How can I discourage her from joining me every day?
Once a week would be fine, but I need time to be alone nil
have a rather busy and hectic home life. I don't want to hurt
her feelings or lose her as a friend.
LONER
DEAR LONER: There comes a time when we must
either assert ourselves or suffer the consequences.
Tell your co-worker in as nice and gentle a way as
possible that you need time alone on your lunch hour,
but you'd be delighted to have her company one day a
week. "And shall we make it Monday?"

et.

Middle School
Plans Event

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

Larry Salmon,
cipal of Murray bi&Z
School, announced &wk.
to-School,Night for Tosie
day, Nov.10,at 7p.m.
Parents and teachers
will • assemble in the
school auditorium for a
short meeting before going to the classrooms to
visit with the teachers.
Refreshments will be
served in the home
economics room of the
main building.

Free Banquet Facilities

Weekday Specials
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Chopped Steak
Club Steak
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Salad Bar
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All Dinners Include Fries Or Baked Potato
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All You Can Eat Salad Bar,
And Texas Toast
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Tremblay
Gets Honor
At University

Refills on
Coffee, Tea
Soft Drinks
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Bel Air Center
On 12th St. Murray, Ky.
"Best Beef In Town and
Thats No Bull."

upon

Sun.-Thurs. 11-9
Fri.& Sat. 11-10

Richard C. Tremblay
Jr., son of Richard
Tremblay Sr. of Rode 1,
Farmington, has received a four-year US. Air
Force ROTCscholarship.
The cadet was
selected for the
scholarship on the basis
of comprehensive tests,
high school scholastic
achievement and extracurricularketivitimi.
The scholarship Covers
full tuition, leldb0Ohlt,
laboratory fees and pays
a monthly subsistence
allowance. .

Upon gradhation and
completion-el
program, the-fildit'
be commissiOnet lin
Force second lieutenant.
Tremblay is a student
at the University of Kentucky at Liningaon._•
• Rio mother, nib*
Tremblay,also resides In
Farmington.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Homemakers Club Plans Meeting
Frances Brown will be
Jana South. vice press- meal Day on Oct 2
hostess for a meeting of deal. presided. Maxine
Nine members were

Fnoceskelts
P4c CUS Honiefanketl kW privet_ se the
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Don't underestimste the scaping" was presented
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Susan
Griffin
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may notfollow through an pro- (Jan. 30toFeb.111) =0154
BAZAAR SCHEDULED — A country patchwork bazaar, sponsored
111)/1
mises. Mix business with Communications may be
Christmas Special?
by the Immanuel Lutheran Ladies, will be from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Wednes„
pleasure after dark. Avoid unreliable. There could be a
day, Nov. 11, at the Calloway County Public Library meeting room.
Adelidea th;cootai You
lot of bag talk thatcomes to
money disputes.
- Items at the bazaar are to include Christmas crafts, personalized orHowe bFromenl
TAURUS
naughttind en
"
441
IL
naments,fall wreaths and decorations, plants and ceramic pins. There
713411/7 lAusiory
home.
tiki7
(Apr.30 to May 20)
Private Pursuits at
• also will be free coffee and homemade cookies. Preparing for the
You'll need extra self- PISCES
Cif
.
bazaar are (from left) Irene Scbwarm and co-chairmen Colleen
discipline to deal with un- t Feb. 19to Mar.20) X
Members of Murray
Peacock and Joan Weber.
Money is easily spent now.
completed tasks. Avoid Guard
against extravagance. Lodge No. 105 Free and
escapimn. Make plans for a stick
to facts rather then Accepted Masons attendholiday. Expect good news
vague
promises. Social life ed the Grand Lodge 182
tram afar.
nd communication on
piciis up after dark
GEMINI
.
1e
20) Lir- YOU BORN TODAY are an Oct. 20 at Louisville.
(May 2IW3une
who
can
individualist
become
Distractions seem more imKenneth Morgan, the
portant than routine. Heedless known for your unique Grand Master, presented
The Pottertown
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry M. Jones will be honored. friends tempt you to goof off. qualities. You are proud, but Murray Lodge with a
Wit select's. If
Homemakers Club will on their silver wedding anniversary with a
Get needed rest. Privacy need a lighter touch to get perfect attendance award
Meet Wednesday, Nov. reception on Sunday, Nov. 15,from 2 to 4 p.m. at abets romance.
Malmo Ma $211 &
yeur
uu are
lneseag
draim
e aertiliS
to
°
ILte
tsn. for its attendance at the
the.
11, at 10 a.m. at the Col- Puryear Baptist Church.
CANCER
meeting.
and
district
Music, painting acting,
onial House
Hosting the event will be their children, (June 21 to July
writing are Kane a the fields Grand officers were
grandiose
Avoid
making
Smorgasbord.
Pamela,Jeffrey, and Philip.
plans regarding home or which offer you a chance for elected and installed.
At the October meeting
Jones, son of Louise Hargis and the late Bomar
at the same place, Lottie Sweeney Jones, and Mrs. Jones the former Ann career. Overlook minor faults fulfillment. More inclined to Those attending from
professions than to Murray were Dick HennHurt presented the major Harding, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip A. Har- and you'll enjoy the company the
business, you seek a vocation inger. James Bucy, Bill
of dear ones after dinner.
lesson on "How To Plan ding, were married Nov. 16,1956,in Alexandria, Va. 1E0
in which Your fine mental gifts Zambella, Max WeatherFor House and Yard."
will be utilized. Law, ford, Pete Farley, Elbert
All friends and relatives of the family are in- (July 23to Aug.72)
Louise Short read the vited to
Don't be extravagant in medicine, public service, Alexander, Bud Peacock,
attend the reception. The family rescripture from Hebrews quests that
religion, psychology, teaching
your promises. Be careful not and
gifts be omitted.
scientific research are Charles Jackson, and
12:11. Bobbie Cook, presito gloss over details. Entertain business associates dur- possible fields of endeavor. Rick Alexander.
dent, presided and
ing theevening.
Shirley Werls, secretary_
S(Piii /I ijil'(1S(111i (;r1)re (:1(1 1)
VIRGO
treasurer, gave her
(Aug.23to Sept.72) IP
reports. Members voted
Either you or a loved one
rott MOO
to bring gifts for patients
Ai
may overspend. It's a poor
coon cut r tve
umputeuni "'a
at Western State
'
Hu"'
MCIS111111
time to finalize agreements.
Story
will
open
Justine
Hospital.
also
notes
and
scape
•
Large 1 Cu ft capacity•Automatic tem
Late evening favors recreaDirecting the music
her home for a meeting of showed some of the
perature control•35 Minute 2-Speed timer
tional pursuits.
the South Pleasant Grove -Counted Cross Stitch"
3 Power levels won defrost cycle•Handsome
were Lurine Cooper and
The New Concord Management" at the Oc- LIBRA
black glass front
Homemakers Club on items she had made.
Short. The recreation was Homemakers Club will tober meeting at the (Sept.211 to Oct.22)
Mode(PI 411v
• by Dorothy Simon.
inor
Procrastination
Wednesday,
Nov.
11,
at
group
led
Ellen
Edwards
Orr
Effie
home
of
meet Wednesday, Nov.
•*raw For Christmas
Guests present were 11, at 1 p.m. in the home with Rowena Stub- decisiveness looms as a pro- 1:30p.m.
singing. Refreshments
•
Peggy Beshears and of Nell Cook.
blefield, president, blem now. You tend to bicker
were -served by Nina
At
the
October
meeting
about small matters.
Carol Ann Huff, HamCraig and Freda HumRuth Harrison presiding.
Domesticity brings you real at the Calloway Library

Framers Gallery

r)r

on

BI- Lodge

Homemakers
Plan Meet
Wednesday

$339

Siker Celebration
Scheduled Sunday

412,A

Concord Club Plans Meet

hill il'ei

Story ifoine

Wednesday At Smorgasbord

A-rie

mond, Ind., Leola Erwin,
and Delores Rice.

The devotion was led by
presented the major
lesson an "Stress - Hazel Manley. Landscape notes were read by
Opal Moody. Berline
THE ACES®IRA G. CORN,JR. Lovins conducted the
recreation and read the
thought for the month
"Since we cannot get of South's hand and the forc- -Success comes in cans,
what we like, let us like ing jump rebid, is most Failures comes in
what we can get."
descriptive.
can'ts".
— Spanish Proverb.
--Eight members were
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
West could have had what P.O. Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225. present. Refreshments
he was after in the defense with selt-addressed, stamped envelope were served by the

L

.r•

of today's catchy game.
Unfortunately, he settled for
that which he could get
immediately and it was
declarer who got the plus
score.
East won dummy's spade
10 with his queen and
returned the spade king as a
suit preference signal showing a desire for a club
return. Declarer ruffed with
his queen and West overruffed with the king. A dutiful club went to East's ace
and another spade was led
in hopes of piercing declarer's trump holding. No lace
there. Declarer ruffed with
his 10, drew trumps and
claimed 10 tricks and a 100
honors.
"It's a good thing you
made four hearts," chided
North. "I was aching for a
piece of three spades."
"He wouldn't have made
it if my partner had been
awake," volunteered East in
an obvious attempt to
change the subject.
Nevertheless, East was
right. When declarer ruffs
the second spade with his
trump queen, West should
discard instead of overruffing — his king of trumps
will always produce a trick.
Declarer plays as safely as
possible by playing his ace
and jack of trumps but it
does no good. West wins,
leads to East's ace of clubs

for reply

hostess.

East. The bidding:
East.
14
34

South
2,
4111

West
Pass
All

North

311

Annex,Imogene Paschall
presented a lesson on
-Would You Like To Run
Away?' She said when
negative stress stiikes,
catch it early, calm
yourself, and listen to
your inner guidance.
The devotion on Thank
God for the Knots" with
scripture from Hebrews
12:11 was by Story. Don-

phreys.
Others present were
Clovis Jones, Delpha
Taylor, Estelle Gooch,
Viola McReynolds, Sherrie Paschall and Hilda.
Orr.

West Ky.Appliance
Clel Suet
Yoe le hiet
Sales-Sarm-Nts

rose

Ladies' Ali Weather

Poplin
Coats
Polyesterlcotton poplin
ohl weather coat,
nylon taffeta lined.

Ladies

Knit
Tops

With piping trim. Some
with hoods. In asst.
colors. Machine
Washable.

leet mocks, r-aocks
oad Nosh boas,long
sod sleeves. Pastels,
whit*. I.. solids orsil stripes

Sites 8-18

THE

ANNUAL

SPRED SATIN
FACTORY
SALE

$3588

Super Savings On
Mena

Glidden FAMOUS
Latex Wall Paint

South hold;

Hiking
Boots

Sock
Caps

88
Reg $22.95

Men's

Thermal
Underwear
Men's icing sleeve crew neck shirt or omit Ie
drawers in poly/cotton
comfort

Sizes S-M-L-XL
Shirts
or Drawers

Inflation
fi hter

Glidden.

North
2*

ANSWER: Three hearts
North's two diamond
response promotes the value

SAVE $6.00

WHEN YOU MAKE AVERY GOOD PAIiT,IT SHOWS!

Black's Decorating Center
Se.4t118 St.

$25°

r Polyester
GALLON
REG. $14.99

4*.KQ8
South

length
Maximum warmth ond

Aar

SAME PRICE
AS LAST
YEAR

•QJ10

1.

Reg.$1

• Beautiful, flat finish
• Scrubs clean, stays colorfast
• Easy water clean-up

11-9-81-B

•
•3
111P1Qflosii

S-M-1.

Men's and Boys'
Knit

Now Sale Priced

Opening lead: Spadefive

Bid with Corn

4

Reg $46

Pass

and another spade lead promotes West's trump eight to
the setting trick.

1S3-4111

LII1 I.

na Jackson read the land-

Black's Decorating Center

11-9-81-A
NORTH
•J 10 7 4 2
117 4 2
•A K
•J 109
EAST
WEST
•AKQ9116
•5
•9
•K 8 5
•9 8 3
•7 5 5 4 2
•A 7 2
•6 5 4 3
SOUTH
•
•3
WAQJ1063
4
•Q J 10
•K Q 8
Vulnerable: Both Dealer:

JOY.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) nVeltic
At work, don't bite off more
than you can chew. Rise above
distractions and complete current assignments. Be sweet
with loved ones.
SAGITTARIUS
.0440
(Nov.22toDec. 21) "4
You can spread yourself
thin now. Don't keep friends
waiting. A genuine opportunity may arise, so avoid worry-

753-0839

Murray

c\
Ladies

i%•"•'*--••
ae

Plush
Scuffs
Low wodipt-l000l style
with fluffy acrylic 04 •
liaiosjorsai Meta sots
,
la Asst.Coleirs $277
Silos S-10
Rog.S3.77
j.

Comforter
A misty

ever•ell pests is asst.
seises.
ell hove warm
poly HS

388
Save Now

P. N.HIRSCH a CO.
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Historian Will Durant Dead At Age 96:

ikeit 111031

.t‘

IA* ANGELES (AP)
— Historian-philosopher
Will Durant, who spent a
lifetime writing "The
Story of Civilization," has
died at the age of 96, apparently unaware that his
wife and collaborator,
Ariel, preceded him in
death by two weeks.
Durant died Saturday
of a heart attack at
Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, where he had
been hospitalized since
Oct. 3. Mrs. Durant., 83,
died Oct. 25 at their home
following a long illness.
"The Story of Civilization," in 11 volumes, was
hailed by some critics as
the most impressive
history produced in the

Fill
Your
;

Freezer Now!
Before Prices Go Up
Ooorter Pound Pere

Ground Beef Patties

$1 988
$16"

14 h.

Frosty Acres Baby

Limas

20 ob

Frosty Acres

Cream Style Corn

10#. 565°

One Case of 12

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.

G.E. Cooking
School

Sides of Choice Beef

1 29

Guaranteed Tender
No Charge For

rertiaa, Wrapping

20kh century; the 10th
vqiume, "Rousseau and
the Revolution," won a
Palitzer prize for general
nqn-fiction in 1968.
purant started the 2
million-word history
alone, but by the seventh
vume the evidence of
his wife's collaboration
was so great that her
name was added to succeeding volumes. She
was born Ida Kaufman,
bat Durant called her
Ariel after the imp in
Shakespeare's "The
Tempest."
"I had reached Volume
7 before I realized that
Mrs. Durant was a true
collaborator and not
alone a researcher and

Tues. Nov. 10th

Frwitg

7:00 P.M.

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
!07 N. 3rd Sr.

Moose 7.53-1601
MOUES;7:00-s:00 Alia.-M.

In store microwave specials all
day the 10th. Save hundreds of
dollars on G.E. Microwaves.

Ws keep Food
Ste•Ps

Murray Appliance

Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."
-- •

assistant," he once said.
"Her name has appeared
with mine on the remainder of the series."
- Generally, the Durants
wrote separately on the
same subject, then
compared and rewrote
for a final version. Mrs.
Durrnt read more than
5,000 books, making notations for her husband.
They finished their
final work, "A Dual
Biography," in 1977.
He was born Nov. 5,
1885, in North Adams,
Mass., one of six children
of French-Canadian immigrants. He decided as
a young man to study for
the priesthood, but he
broke with the Catholic
Church — and his family
— before making his
vows.
It was in New York,
where he went to teach
and continue his studies,
that he met Mrs. Durant.
He was substitute
teaching at a small
progressive school. They
were married Oct. 31,
1913.
He was in his 20s, a penniless educator and
writer of articles, when
he began gathering
material for his master.
work. He had conceived
of "The Story of Civilization" as he lay ill with
dysentery in Damascus,

1713Mn

Great Buys in
Electronics!
Save 20*/* to 42%

FREE!

5-CELL
FLASHLIGHT

$198
Value

Just bring this coupon to
your nearby Radio Shack
for your free flashlight.
Limit one per customer.
Batteries not included.
Offer expires 11 16 81
#68-1022

Records Directly Off-the-Air or "Live"
With the Built-In Condenser Microphone
Super value! High-style portable measures only 5x9/
1
2x2:' Audible
Cue Review lets you quickly locate tape selections in fast-forward/
rewind. Variable monitor for listening to radio at any volume while
recording AM or FM. Pause, Auto-Level, Auto-Stop. battery
record LED. With earphone. #14-1000 Batter,es extra
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Portable! Programmable! Affordable!
Amazing low price on this famous little computer! Use our ready-to-run
cassette software with optional recorder and interface, or write your own
programs in easy-to-use BASIC. 1.9K RAM for big computing power.
Retains programs when power is off. 24-character LCD display automatically "scrolls" lines. 15 math functions, 10-digit numeric accuracy. With batteries. case. manual. *26-3501

• Use As a Calculator, or Program • Ideal for "On-Site" Use
It For Complex Problems
• Only "/16x67/8x23/4"

• One-Button Auto-Redial
• Universal Dial System
• Compact— Only 7" Long
•"Hangs Up" on Any Flat Surface
Perfect fd• travelers! Just flip "Priority" switch
for instant access.to Emergency Channel 9 or.
Highway Information Channel 19. Help and
directions are just a call away. Lighted S/RF
meter, LED channel indicator. With mike,
mounting hardware. Hurry! #21-1503

Terrific telephone bargain! Mute switch
silences outgoing voice • for privacy
Ready to pug in. Modular plug. FCC
approved. White Mist. #43-284. Dark

119.95

- Brown, #432285 Not tot con, plIrty or/milt-kw use
•

check Your Phone Book for the Radio/hat*Store or Dealer Nearest You
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDR/104 JAL .tTnIRES AND DEAL FRS

Olympic Plaza

A DNiSION Or TANDY COCIROR AT ION

Syria,in 1912.

He did not write his
first book until the age of
40. That book, "The Story
of Philosophy," was an
immense success, selling
millions of copies and
enabling him to devote
the rest of his life to
history.
Although he never
wrote a volume of history
about this century,
Durant was a critic of his
own times. He oqce said
he thought "we have had

teo much liberty in the
United States. We're
especially overdoing
moral liberty."
Baum said Durant was
alone at the time of his
death. He is survived by
his daughter, Ethel
Benvenuta of Hollywood,
and an adopted son, Louis
Durant, who lives in
Illinois.
A memorial service is
scheduled for Friday at
the Westwood Village
Mortuary Chapel.

Mine Workers
To Go To Polls
BECKLEY, W.Va.
(AP) — Upset in=
cumbents and election
reruns will be hovering in
the background Tuesday
when members of the second largest United Mine
Workers district go to the
polls to choose new
district officers.
Recent elections in
other districts have
resulted in the ouster of
incumbents — many of
them supported by the
union's international
officers, including President Sam Church Jr. —
while allegations of
irregularities have forced
reruns in other districts.
In Beckley-based
District 29, incumbent
Dennis Saunders will be
up for re-election,
challenged by J. Carl
Bunch and Doug Wriston.
Last week, the union's
governing International
Executive Board
declared a fourth
presidential candidate ineligible to run. The IEB
disqualified Everett
Acord, saying he did not
have enough experience
as a working miner.
The union's constitution requires that candidates for district-level
office have at least three.
years' experience as a
certified miner with a
company contracting
with the UMW. Acord
quit a post as the union's
chief safety officer to
seek the district-level
post.
Two other districts entirely within West
Virginia's held elections
earlier this year, and

both elections were

ordered rerun — one by
the union's IEB, the other
by the U.S. Labor
Department.
In July, the IEB
ordered Fairmont-based
District 31 to repeat its
May 12 election, in which
challengers swept incumbents from office.
The action 'was unprecedented on the part
of the union, but was prompted by the discovery
that 700 ballots were
missing in six locals.
Some union leaders contended, however, that only 67 of the missing
ballots had been marked;
the rest were unused
ballots that still had to be
accounted for.
:Following the ruling,
the newly-elected district
president,- Carroll'
Rogers, charged that the
decision was a political
move orchestrated by
Church. The three
members of the District
31 election committee
resigned after the IEB's
order.
"We made a thorough
investigation and we
could find no wrongdoing,
no fraud," said George
Thomas, a. committee

membri
Last week;the Labor
Department ordered the
union's largest district,
Charleston-based District
17, to rerun last May's •
election. The rerun was 'agreed upon after the
Labor Department told
union officials it would
seek a court order for the
new election, if needed.

Genetic Engineering
Meeting Scheduled
"Genetic Engineering"
will be the focus of the
67th annual meeting of
the Kentucky Academy of
Science at Murray State
University Nov. 13-14.
Dr. Robert T. Garvin,
director of operations of
the Genetic Engineering
Division of the Canadian
Development Corporation, will be the banquet
speaker on Friday evening, Nov. 13, in the Pogue
Library-. His topic will be
"Practical Uses of
Genetic Engineering."
Garvin and Dr. Robert
C. Dickson, associate professor of biochemistry at
the University of Kentucky, will participate in
a forum at 3:30 p.m. Friday, Not. 13. Each will
make a presentation
before the floor is opened
for discussion.
Dickson's presentation,
is titled "Genetic
Engineering: Historical
Roots and Current
Status," while Garvin
will use his topic
"Genetic Engineering:
Future Prospects in
Medicine and
Agriculture."
Dickson is doing
research on gene expression and regulation of lactose utilization in yeast,

and Garvin is involved in
evaluation of industrial research on
genetic engineering in
Canada.
A highlight of the
banquet will bythe a*.
nouncement of the Kentucky Distinguished
Scientist Award for 1981.

the

Scientific exhibits and
sectional meetings are
scheduled both days, with
sessions in the University
Center and the Blackburn
Science Building on Friday afternoon and Saturday.
An open house at the
Mid-America Remote
Sensing Center in the
Lowry Annex of the
Pogue Library at Murray
State is set for Friday
evening, and a tour of the
Hancock Biological Station on Kentucky Lake,
has been arranged for
Saturday afternoon.
Anyone wishing additional information about
the meeting should contact: Dr. Gary Boggess,
Dean, College of Environmental Sciences,
Blackburn Science
Building, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, telephone(502)7622886.

Pier 1 Imports is Pleased To
announce that Nelda Smith bride-elect of

Glen Brewer, has, cholieiiiiier-deCarafive
accessories from our Collection. Nelda &

Glen wilt wed Nov. 21', 1981

The new

Pco.. 1

aillAktCenter
- Man4.10-6
Sat. 10-5 '
Murray, Ky.
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Fall Fertilization Common'
Farmers can save time
next spring by applying
fertilizer to fields now.
Fall application of fertilizer is becoming a common practice for some
farmers, according to Dr.
Kenneth L. Wells, Extension soils specialist in the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
"Farmers are saving
time and money by applying phosphorus and
potash to corn, soybean
and pasture fields now,"
said Wells. These fall applied fertilizers will be in

the ground to give crops a
quick start after planting
next spring.
Although putting on fertilizer now can save time
next spring, Wells warns
grain producers against
applying needed nitrogen
in the fall.
Nitrogen applied in the
fall will leach out of the
ground over the winter
and farmers will loose the
benefit of applying the
fertilizer early.
Kentucky winters have
unpredictable weather
and the nitrogen will
leach from the soil when

Wheat Profitability
Marginal Situation
With the record wheat
harvest, many farmers
may have visions of high
profits for their winter
crop this year. But according to specialists in
the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, winter
wheat profitability is a
marginal situation.
"Doublecropping
wheat and soybeans can
be an alternative to planting corn or full-season
beans," aid Dr. Don
economist in farm
eeonomistin farm
management at the UK
College of Agriculture's
Research and Education
Center in Princeton."But
the advantages depend on
the individual farmer,"
he added.
Shurley explained that
wheat-soybean-doublecroppmg can be advantageous if there is only a small, 5-7 bushel
yield reduction by the
late planting of beans.
Other considerations include the utilization of
new high-yield wheat
varieties and no-till pro-

duction of late season
beans.
"No-till techniques can
certainly cut operation
costs," said the
specialist.
Shurley also emphasized the importance of early marketing decisions to
lock in profitable prices.
'Last year, many
farmers did not contract
their wheat earlier in the
winter at more than $5
per bushel when they had
the opportunity; I think
there is a lesson to be
learned there,' he said.
While simultaneous
marketing and production is very critical,
Shurley warns about forward contracting "too
much too soon" in case
the farmer has a bad
crop.
As for price outlooks,
Shurley said that given
the current futures
market and relative
yields of doublecropped
wheat and soybeans, any
wheat price below $4 per
bushel will give an edge
to planting corn or fullseason soybeans instead.

4-Hers Complete
1981 Project Records
From The Desk Of
Jane Steely
County Extension
Agent For 4-H
Calloway County 4H'ers have recently
completed their project records for 1981. Twenty-three 4-H'ers
completed 44 records.
Those receiving
county champion in
their project were:
Lisa Lewellyn,
Horse; Dana Westerman, weaving; Dwain
McKinney, dairy; Dal _
Barrett, puppets and
management; Robin Westerman, Arts &
Crafts and babysitWig;
Leigh Ann Steely,
painting, landscaping,
dairy foods, clothing
IV; Tracy Henry, dog,
crochet I, posters;
Jennifer Jarrett,
speech and foods IV;
Patrick Orr, Electric I
and rabbits;
Eric Mitchell, entomology I and small

pets; Shay Mitchell,
Entomology H; Nita
Nute, quick -breads,
crochet II,
decoupage,foods II;
Robert Orr,FoodsI;
Staci Tidwell,
Clothing III, Growing
Annual Flowers;
Sherri Tidwell,
Clothing I, Bicycle I;
Denese Cunningham
Clothing H,Bicycle H.
Michelle Jarrett, Sr.
Speech; Leland Steely,
Sr. Beef, horticulture,
and field crops. These
4-H'ers will represent
Calloway County in the
area contest.
Blue ribbon winners
were: Babysitting,
Sherri Tidwell, Dana
Westerman, and
Tracy Henry; Dairy,
Jimmy Stahler;
Horse, Greg Workman
and Charles Palmer;
Speech, Staci Tidwell;
Arts & Crafts, Tracy
Henry; Posters, Dal
Barrett; Rabbits,
Robert Orr.

Interest Rates At 14.5 Percent
al.

the ground is thawed.
the ground would May
frozen all winter the aetion of the microbes
would be slowed down
and less nitrogen would
be leached from the soil,"
said Wells. Kentucky
winters are known for a
series of changing
temperatures, and each
time the ground freezes
and thaws more and
more nitrogen is leached
from the soil.
Nitrogen inhibitors will
slow down the leaching
rate of nitrogen. The inhibitors are chemicals
that slow down the rate of
the microbe action that
causes leaching. "It is
better not to put all of
your eggs in one basket,"
said Wells. He recommends waiting until spring to apply nitrogen to
fields.

Kirksey Farrnars

To Hoar Fuqua

CONTROLS EROSION - New grass waterway for erosion control has been constructed
on Dan Miller's farm near Lynn Grove. John
Clendenon, conservation technician for the
US. Soil Conservation Services and Ferrel
Miller, Daif Miller's brother, are standing in
waterway while the conservation practice is
being fertilized and seeded.

Clinic And Show Planned
A Swine Health
Clinic and Carcass
Show for hog producers in West Kentucky and adjacent
areas of nearby states
has been scheduled
Thursday, Dec. 3, at
the West Kentucky
Livestock Show and
Exposition Center of
Murray State University.
The clinic and show
are co-sponsored by
the Swine Health Improvement Plan of
Murray State University and the University
o f Tennessee
Agriculture Extension
Service.
Following an evaluation by Dr. Howard
Miller of Mississippi
State University of
three or four hogs per
exhibitor in the morning, exhibitors will
choose one hog to compete in each of two
classes in the afternoon.
Classes are light
weight class from 200
t. 220 pounds and
market class from 220
to 240 pounds.
All hogs will be shipped (trucks provided)
to Reelfoot Packing
Co., Union City, Tenn.,
following the show for
slaughter on Friday.
Follow-ups to the show
will include a carcass
grading and health
evaluation clinic on
Friday, Dec. 4, and an
awards banquet on
Friday, Dec. 11.
Prizes will be given
for five places in each
of the two classes of
the on-foot and carcass
shows at the banquet
to begin at6 p.ni.in the
Exposition Center on
College Farm Road in
Murray. Prizes will be
provided by commercial agricultral companies.
The health evaluation • for pneumonia,
atrophic rhinitis,
mange, worms, arthritis and scours will
be conducted by Dr.
Charles Herren, service veterinarian of
the Murray State
University Veterinary
Diagnostic and
Research Center in
Hopkinsville.
Tissues will be taken
to the center for
diagnosis, with all out
of state fees to be
waived. Individual
disease information
will be mailed only to
the ovmet and/or his
veterinarian.
The registration fee
for exhibitiors is $10,
which includes two

reservations to the
awards banquet, according to Dr. Herren.
Anyone wishing to
exhibit hogs or to obtain additional information may contact: Dr. Charles E.
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a bag of_
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XLA-Laycrems
31% Sow & Sepplemeet-Med
RAW Feed Pellets
Super Coarse Scrota
Coarse Crocked C0111
Calf Developer-Aled.
Silver Horse Feed
Performence Champios

4.65 son..
$7.40 so um.
$5.10 SO Lbs.
$4.15 so us.
$4.65 sou..
$6.00 so Lb..
14.15 sous.
$6.25 so tbs.

All Milk Calf Maker
$2.00 Off Ea. SO Lb. kg
$1.00 Off Ea. 2S Lb. kg
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of money

Your Headquarters For A Complete
Line of Quality Pet Foods

We know seed con be brat a smell pert0 planting costs. There's feel, mplipliont,
tilizer, herbicides, end insecticidal_ le
figure in. Pl=ling takes money Oa AO
where we can helpl We're lb.Predefine
Association - egricifteral credit
who know what it takes to plant a crops.
We loan money to egricelterel
large and small Wks, for any worthy&
tion purpose. Oer caoWlt,
count on PCA to tome Weals the ini
money they need to gather crops stetted rkilbf,

BIG RED
High
Energy
Dog Food

"Check Big Red Dog Food Prices"
Big Red Spooky $5.65 Psi Silk..

753-1423

riplookosswasee.

Murray

74$7“'NAM,
5•1

Shelled Cori
$65° is* tb. lel
Heat Bulbs sl"
Smiley Says
"Keep'em Smirm & Growin
With Purina Feed And

Were agriculture,
Iheadhis Wading bond
Lars Tall

Jackson Purchase
PCA
Hwy.641 N.

Southern States
November Feed Specials
$5.20
$1.00
$6.40

Barran, teivi en
Vitteiinerieb,-• MSU
Veterinary Diagnostic
and Research Center,
P. 0. Box 2000,
Hopkinsville, Ky.,
42240, telephone
(502)886-3959.

753-5602

Buchanan Feed"

tattle Specials

"somata-

Round Bale Hoy
Cattle Feeder $72.50'

ENTIRE PURCHASI

36% Purina Cattle
Blocks $350
It

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

Loose Beg Salt SO Lb. $2.25
White Ilks-$3.45
Selpher Bks.-$3.15 Meat Salt SO Lb. $3.50
gki..4.00
Seger Cure 71
/
2 1.11.$3.50

Check Our Bulk Prices

Buchanan Feed

7i3-3404

753-5378
Groin
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY,
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No job is too big when you
, takeontherjghtPartnet
From the professional
'woodsman who depends on prenekm
Abklivile
, Mgt( power to
weight ratio )roven
a strong and powerful saw
like the P-100, to the
tiliabilit y and
ft.“
who
An in..•ro
reliable all-aratnul saw like
thtS-59. Pthiett‘sthe

*Outpost Office
At The

vit sow for-an*
woodcutting lob.

Murray.
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8.30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
you bsuuld like to discu4 long-term financing talk
I. U !

PURINA
CHOWS

We Custom Mix
Salt Orders Murray, Ky.
Industrial Rd.
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SWEET POTATO - Randell Patterson,
Henry County, Tenn., holds a 4 feet,6% Ina
sweet potato he grew on his farm.

fliaores,nabs for 381- 'borrowing cesb to the U. be fisied to provide inleans sad storage__
ai iron al Dew loom
and dryer loa
mere accurately
seeds tlirsegh the U. S.
Yebriery 1, reflect interest 'costa to
Department of he WC
play ww the corporation
Agriculture's Commodity
Credit Corporation will
remain at 14.5 percent
through January 31...ccording to
Agricattore
Block.
Block said the 14.5 perJoe Fuqua. University the new farmer tax laws
cent rate has been in ef- of Kentucky Extension as to effect of 11101 yearfect since April 1, when Service Farm Business end plans, longer range
USDA announced it was Analysis Specialist, will tax plans and estate planktuting a -floating" meet with the Kirksey ning, according to Johninterest rate, subject to Adult Farmer Class at nie Stockdale, adult
adjust:seat on the I961- Murray-Calloway County farmer teacher
crop and facility loans.
All farmers are invited
Area Vocational Center,
The variable interest Tuesday, Nov. 10 at 7 to attend the tax clam
rate on outstanding loans p.m.
meeting on Tuesday For
- which enables CCC to
more information, call
adjust rates in line with
The program will cover Stockdale at 7a3-1/70
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system are just torges4 the
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Stop in and see your
Partner; dealer today. And -

find yourself the right
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Cost Of Raising A Child May Exceed $100,000 Level
Every 1 arent knows it
osis a lot o raise a child,
•ut you may not realize
-----4,0*-'qtrr-ittr-the motley
Ads u A reoort from

Cornell University shows
that direct and indirect
spending on a youngster
can -vastly-top /100,000 over the years.

'THE TAILOR SHOP"
Any kind of Alterations

lava

•fien- %-Up Or Down
0S.c-c.ms - in Or Out

DRESS MAKING
9y AM,

CUSTOM
QUILTING
Come i_;y d Meet

759-117

Sue Miller
rish Grudner

101 N. 12th

sway

Researchers at the lost because a parent
school in Ithaca, N.Y., stays home to care for a
pftspared a report in 1977 child for example, and
on the expenses-MVO/Wu-g---0tiff lithe needed fat`
in having children and household chores
they recently updated associated with the
youngster.
their figures.
They estimated that an
Direct expenses rose
urban family with a about 33 percent from
moderate standard of 1977 to 1980. That's less
living will spend just over than the 42 percent in$85,000 to raisra child -to crease in the overall-Canage 18 and send him or sumer Price Index during
her to a four-year, public the same period, but it
university.
still represents a dollarsThat total includee and-cents jump to over
direct expenditures only. $20,000.
The researchers broke
It does not count indirect
costs, also called "op- the cost of child rearing
Dortunitv costs"-wages into three general

categories: childbirth,
maintenance expenses to
age 18 and college.
_
They eStrmated the cost
of childbirth in 1980 at
$2,485, including a
four-day hospital stay for
mother and child,
obstetrical and pediatric
bills, nursery ',piiP
like clothing and furnitare and, the mother's
maternity wardrobe. The
total was 13 percent
higher than it was in 1977.
The cost of maintaining
a child to age 18 - housing, food, clothing, etc.was estimated by the
researchers at just under

$73,000 for a family living
irr an urban area on a
11191:_krate income. up 36
percent from 1977.
Housing is the single
biggest expense, accounting for about one-third of
the cost of raising a child,
the Cornell study showed.
Food accounts for about
one-fourth of the cost and
transportation for about
one-sixth. The rest of the
money goes for clothing,
medical and educational
bills, not counting
college.
Sending a youngster to
college adds $9,784 to the
child-raising bill, 16 per-
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Participates
In Course
Dr. Vaughn Vandegrift,
associate professor of
chemistry at Murray
State University, was a
participant in a National
Science Foundation Short
Course for *College
Teachers at Christian
Brothers College in Memphis Nov. 4-6.
He was one of 25 professors from the Midwest
and Midsouth who attended the course entitled
"Molecular Perspectives
in Immunology" conducted by the American
Association of the Advancement of Science.
His selection marks the
second time Vandegrift
has been selected for the
program. In 1978 he attended a short course in
Recombinant DNA.
Vandegrift joined the
faculty at Murray State
in 1976.

branch chief and
Bowman is director of the
division of chemistry.
Johnson was working
at the center as an
analytical chemist intern
through the cooperative
education program at
Murray State in 1980-81
when he collaborated
with Thompson and
Bowman on the research
project that led to the
paper.
He will present the
paper at a meeting of the
Kentucky Academy of
Science on the Murray
State campus Nov. 13-14.
Johnson worked at
Murray,State in 1979-80 as
a research assistant in
the mass spectrometry
laboratory and is presently a teaching and
research assistant in the
Department of
Chemistry. He will
graduate in May,1982.
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ENRICH (Educational
Network of Resources for
Classrooms and Homes),
which is receiving funding through the Kentucky Department of
Education,is to develop,
implement and evaluate
a statewide resource
system for teachers of exceptional children in
parent education.

Talon

Talon •Iv

,

: Super Value
':.: Gripper Rlier Kit
- -: •icIea[ lor applying

Three faculty members
in the Division of Learning and Developmental
Disorders of the Department of Special Eduction
at Murray State University recently attended the
state conference of the
Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children in
Louisville.
They are: Dr. Allan
Beane,Dr. Janet Mitchell
and Steve Threet.
Beane attended a
meeting of the Advisory
Panel for Exceptional
Children of which he is a
member, and a meeting
of the Kentucky Council
for Exceptional Children
Teacher Education Division, which he serves as
membership chairman.
Both Dr. Mitchell and
Threet attended the Kentucky Federation of the
Council for Exceptional
Children executive board
meeting. She is a
member-at-large and he
is president of MurrayCallway County chapter
589 of the Council for Exceptional Children. Both
are faculty advisers of
student chapter 193 at
-Murray State.
Dr. Mitchell also attended the executive
board meeting of the
Mental Retardation Division, which she serves as
legislative chairman,and
the initial meeting of Project ENRICH as a master
trainer.
The goal of project
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Assume, for example,
that a woman earning
$200 a week decides to
have a child and stay
home for, the first year
after the child is born.
The losf wages in one
year alone would be
$10,400. II"

Yd.

.

t

the direct expenses.

our price is
right!
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Faculty Members
Attend Conference

Eric K. Johnson of
Alexandria, Va., a senior
chemistry major at Murray 1. 'ate University, is
one of hree co-authors of
a paper accepted for
publication in the
American Chemical
Society Journal of
Agriculture and Food
Chemistry.
A publication date for
the paper, titled "Trace
Analysis of Natural Capsaicinoids in Animal
Feed, Human Urine and
Wastewater by High
Pressure Liquid
Chromatography," t,is
pending.
Co-authors with
Johnson are Harold C.
Thompson Jr. and
Malcolm C. Bowman of
the Federal Drug Administration National
Center for Toxicological
Research in Jefferson,
Ark. Thompson is the
analytical methods

Colors

IlLg. $3.57

costs of having children is
%ore difficult, but they • ;

Student Co-Authors
Chemistry Paper

POItofinos Suede
A

cent more than it would
have in 1977, the researchers said. and _they
noted that their calculations were based on a student attending a public
university. "Educating a
child at the most
expensive private collegeaand universitiescan
now run as high as mow
for four - years," the
report warns.
Estimating the indirect
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Safety Is Complicated

VICKIE L. HUFF sits at the control board for the
Lighting system in the Johnson Theatre, in
preparation for the upcoming University Theatre
production.

Vicki Huff Named
To Production Team
Vickie L. Huff has been
selected as a member of
the production team for
the upcoming Murray
State University Theatre
production. Huff, a
theatre graduate student,
is the daughter of Helen
W.Campbell of Murray.
Huff will serve as the
"board cpatain" for this
production. In this
capacity, she will be in
conttol of the highly complex electronic lighting
system in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre.
According to James
I. Schempp, director of
the play,.this is a staff
position that is "critical
to the success of the.,
show, the board captain
must be highly capable."
Schempp said this position is usually filled with
"one of our advanced
students, someone like
Vickie who has proven to
be reliable."
The play, "The Last
Meeting of the Knights of
the White Magnolia,"

plays Nov. 12-14 at 8 p.m.
in the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre on the Murray
campus. Admission will
be $3 or by University
Theatre season ticket.
The box office will be
open on Nov. 6 for reservations.
The play deal sin a
frank and natural fashion
with the problems faced
by a group of men as they
see the change from
traditional to modern taking place all around
them. Schempp said the
language is —a little
rough at times but. the
message of the play is an
important one." He also
added that the play is
recommended for adult
audiences.

The search for safety
Tau -get awfully complicated, even when the
intent is clear. Take the
government's effort to
reduce injuries from
power lawn mowers, for
example.
There is a new safety
standard — amended
before it even took effect.
It will mean higher prices
for consumers. It will
reduce injuries, but there
are arguments about how
many will be prevented.
Some '77,000' injuries a
year are now blamed on
power mowers. Most
injuries are caused by
hands and feet touching
the moving blade'.
In 1973, the Outdoor
Power Equipment Institute asked the Consumer Product Safety
Commission to mandate
adoption of a voluntary
safety standard
developed by industry.
The commission rejected
the industry standard. It
selected Consumers
Union, the testing
organization which
publishes "Consumer
Reports," to develop a
regulation.
On Feb. 15, 1979, the
commission published a
final standard, due to
take effect Dec. 31, 1981.
It estimated the regulation would reduce
-injAes by almost 80
percent.

The regulation applied
to Paver mowers where
the operator walks
behind the machine; it
did not apply to mowers
which are ndden
The rule ,required the
blade to stop within three
seconds after the
operator released Abe
handle of the mower.
The manufacturer
could: Use a brake-clutch
to stop the blade without
stopping the engine, or
stop both the blade and
the engine, and provide
-an automatic restart for
the engine. The commission said the automatic
restart was needed
because consumers who
found it a nuisance to
restart the engine would
disable the safety device.
Mark Silbergeld, an attorney who worked on the
case for Consumers
Union, said the testing
organization estimated
that the standard would
add $35 to the price of a
power mower, now about
$125 and up.
Dennis Dix of the Outdoor Power Equipment
Institute said the cost
would have been higher
— from $40 to $10.
The industry fought the
rule. Congress ordered an
amendment and the
commission followed
orders.
The amended standard,
effective June 30, 1982, in-

TV To 'Spotlight'
Community's Homes
MSU-TV will take
viewers on a tour of some
of the community's fine
old homes in the Tuesday,
Nov. 10 edition of
"Spotlight on Murray."
Homes in Murray
which have been placed
on the "National Register
of Historic Places" will
be shown on the
"Spotlight" program
which begins at 6 p.m.
Local art guild president
Pat Clark will be interviewed about the landmarks.
A preview of the upcoming Murray State
theatre production "Last
Meeting of the Knights of
the White Magnolia" is
also included in
"Spotlight." ,
The play director,
James I. Schempp, and
several actors from the
Nov. 2-14 production will
be guests.

The complete MSU-TV,
Cable Channel 11, program schedule for ..the
week beginning Nov. 9 is ..
as follows:
Monday, 6 p.m.
"Parents and Children."
A discussion with local
step-parents. Local news
at 6:30.
Tuesday, 6 p.m.
"Spotlight on Murray."
Tours of historic homes
and preview of university
theatre production. Locak..
news at 6:30.
'
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20%

Off

Entire Stock
We have more than 1,000 warm ups in stock in
all sizes and colors for both men and women.
Select from such famous name brands...
*Adidas *Winning Ways • Loom Togs •White
Stag •Bonnie Bell *Court Casual *Speedo *Jaguar

Excellent selection of youth warm ups. All colors and
styles, sizes 6 to 18

At.

20%

over 40 selected'

styles)

-

Off

Including
Shoes By:
Pony (7 styles)
Nike (13 styles)
Pro KW,(2 styles)
Adidas (6 styles)
Conyers* (3 styles)
Brooks (8 styles)
'Also Styles by Puma
Head, Osoga

Shoes
Selected
Styles

2

0°
/0 Off All

Jackets & Vests

Nylon & Satin jackets, wool and cotton school jackets
(youth sizes 6-8 thru adult X-19)
Includes Down Country Ski Vests, Fox Fire By White Stag

753J%2FRE

20 MI.
OtLIVERY
STINIACE
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Chestnut
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SPORTING GOODS
"Everything for that SPORT in your LIFE"

CUSTOM -BOIT-PORTABLE BUILDINGS
*At hstrie

The First Christian Church

Warm-Ups For All

Wednesday, 6 p.m.
"The Uncle Al Show."
Host Alan Jackson and
pal "Rocky Raccoon"
entertain. Local news at
6:30.
Thursday,6 p.m. "C.C.
and Co." Hosts Cindy
Meyer and Chuck
Williams present local
musical guests. ocal
news at 6:30.

NARRELL'S FARM & NOME SUPPLY

This is one of the conimixi excuses for net going to churCh.
Every minister hiss heard thla one a thoissfind tithes A
child just doesn't like to be forced to do sonbethsag by or she
- doesn't understand or even enjoy
Some of us ma) still be looking at the church threesgli the
eyes of a child We're no longer children. however Mamma no
'longer tells us what we should and shouldn't do. We're adella
now and can make our own decisions Maybe we shoold tabs
an adult look at the part God and the church play in our
up lives
You may find that the Christian Church Discaples of Chfilit)
is quite different from the church atmosphere you knew se a
kid You'll also find that people don't tell you whet to MN*.but
ask you what you think
Take a new, mature look at your religious We. Come tn SWday and see if its like it was when Mamma made you do it
We bet it isn't

Thru November 14th

Information on the play
or reservations may be
had by calling the University Theatre Box Office at
(502) 767-6797. Box office
hours are from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday Thru Friday.

Consumer Services at
Oklahoma State University.
In keeping with the conference theme,"The Consumer Movement's New
Look," workshop leaders,
panelists and reactors
will focus on the new consumer information explosion, corporate consumerism and changing
patterns of consumer protection.
Maupin received the
scholarship from Insurance Industry Consumer Affairs Exchange.

Mammaodemileit

PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE

Assistant Professor
Attends Conference
STILLWATER, Okla.
— Dr. Joan L. Maupin,
Murray, Ky., received a
scholarship to attend the
fifth annual Mid American Consumer Conference in Oklahoma City, Nov. 11-13.
She is assistant professor of home economics
and teaches courses in
family economics, consumer problems and
family money management at Murray State
University.
The conference is sponsored by the Center for

•
ludes the three-second
rule Rut itiets iihufsez
turers comply by stopping both the engine and
the blade on mowers
without an automatic
restart. If the mower
must be restarted
-manually, however, the
controls may bernaniere •
than 24 inches from the
top of the mower's handle
or there must be a NOdegree protective shield
around the blade housing. Using this option.
Dix said, manufacturers
can comply with the
standard for under $20.
He said today's mowers
are easier to restart by
hand and said manufacturers will provide all
three options..
Silbergeld Said people
still are going to look for a
way to defeat the safety
mechanism.
The safety commission,
which has been ordered
by Congress to study the
impact of the amendment, is reserving
judgment.
Will the amended sten- dard prevent as many injuries as the original?
"I don't know," said
the commission's Melvin
Spencer.
"I believe so," said
Dix.
"That's what the commission is studying,"said
Silbergeld.
.
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Murrayans Get'Money's Worth'In 34-29 Win
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
Murray State appeared
to be in control at theend
of the first half Saturday
with a 15-point lead over
visiting Austin Peay, but
the Governors turned the
game into a squeaker
with two last quarter
touchdowns before bowing to the Racers,34-29.
Reflecting on all the
close games his team has
had this year, a relieved
Coach Frank Beamer
said after the game,
"We're not going to play
a boring football game.
You get your money's
worth when you come to
Murray."
The Racer's first half
momentum was fueled by
three touchdowns - one
set up by a 58-yard
breakaway on a dive play
by fullback Jeff Tarrence
-and a 52-yard field goal
by Jeff Lancaster.
But the Governors
stayed in .striking
distance with a
touchdown and a field
goal in the first half. Both

44
4"*.0 •

.1104

teams scored a
touchdown in the third
quarter to make the score
31-15.
Lancaster opened the
fourth with a 24-yard
three-pointer, but the rest
of the game was all
Governors. Fears of a
fourth quarter letdown generated by the Race!)
previous Homecoming
loss to Eastern Kentucky
- loomed as the Governors' Mike Katzman
drove his team 80 yards
in nine plays to the end
zone.
Katzman, a 6-1, 194pound sophomore from
Louisville, eluded the
Racer rush to connect on
four passes, the last one a
12-yard scoring strike to
Ondra Woods.
With 6:10 left in the
game, Austin Peay took
possession again and
Katzman started the
Governors' second
fourth-quarter scoring
drive by penetrating
Racer territory with a 27yard pass to Woods.
Ten plays later, Katz-

man scrambled around
the Murray State
defenders before finding
Sal Shields with a 12-yard
pass in the end zone with
1:31 remaining.
The tension subsided
when Tarrence grabbed
the Governors' on-side
kick and fell on it at the
Racer 42.
As the score indicates,
the game was an offensive battle, with Murray
racking up 475 total yards
to Peay's 458.
Quarterback Gino
Gibbs, playing in his last
game at Roy Stewart
Stadium accounted for
328 of Murray's total offense. He was the game's
leading rusher with 95
yards on 21 carries and
completed 13 of 18 passing attempts for 233 yards
and two touchdowns.
Nick Nance was second in
rushing with 84 yards on
19 carries and one TD.
Although he was impressed with his team's
offensive showing,
Beamer expressed con-
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Run Marathon

c-4-1oinf

Enjoy a

-visit in your
new home.

IN-07ile

(Apt

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
•uckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good place
o shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem ford
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's what
my visit is all about - and Ws free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and i
such a special treat. We've been greeting people to
over 50 yqars. Just call me.

liatbayen Outland 753-3079
Neste:es:
Engeborg King (Asst.)492.8341
Mary Hamilton (Asst) 753-5570

Two Murray runners
competed in the
Louisville Metro
Marathon Sunday morning.
Murray State student
Dan Thompson completed the marathon in
sub-three hour time,
posting a 2:59.14 mark in
the race.
Dr. Adam Lanning
clocked a 3:40.0/.1 run as
the other Murray contestant.
Saturday morning the
Murray Marathoners
running club is planning a
mass turnout for the
Barklay Banks' 10-K run
in Cadiz.

cern that Murray State's
wide-tackle-6 defense
didn't contain Austin
Peay in tight situations
late in the game.
The Governors' late
aerial comeback,
Beamer said, "was a
combination of us being a
little timid and them
making some great
plays. Their quarterback
put the ball on the
money...we had guys
with them but their
receivers just went up
and got it."
On Austin Peay's last
TD pass, the coach said,
"They should have never
gotten it off. It was fourth
and long and we should
have sacked him." When
the quarterback has extra time "it puts a
tremendous burden on
your secondary,"
Beamer said.

Racers an 8-3 record, and
Heartier said he believes
such a victory will give
his club "an outside shot
we can get into the
playoffs. Not many teams
in the country are going
to be 8-3. I'm going to
keep the faith."

Scoring
APSU-Jones 1 pass from Katz3 6 6 14-29 man(kick faild)
Austin Pray
7 17 7 3-34
MurrayState
MSU-Robinson 2 pass from
APSU-FG Hampton 39
Gibbs(Lancaster kick)
MSU-King 12 pass from Gibbs
(Lancaster kick)
APSU-Katzman 2 run (pass
MSU-FG Lancaster52
failed)
MSU-FG Lancaster 24
MSU-Moreland 4 run (Lancaster kick)
APSU-Woods 12 pass from
MSU-Nance 3 run (Lancaster
Katzman(Jons run)
kick)

APSU-Shields 12 pan
Katzman(passfailed)
APSU
First Downs 21
Rushes-yards411-301
Passing yards 250
Return yards 4
Passes
16-211-1
Punts
5-37
Fumbles-lost 2-0
Penalti-yards3-23

"I'm concerned
because we're not as good
and as matured as we
should be," he said. "Our
whole philosophy is attack and make things
happen, but instead we're
kind of letting things happen." But overall, the
head coach said his team
'showed a lot of
character" in rebounding
from last week's emotional loss to Eastern
which was, he said, "the
toughest loss I've ever
been involved in."

MAKIN'TR.ACKS-Quarterback Gino Gibbs (right) has Governor tackle Chris -Alderson (67) breathing
down his neck as he looks for an open receiver. Gibbs passed for 233 yards and rushed for 95 more in leading After back-to-back the Racers to a 34-29 victory Saturday.
hard-hitting, emotional
-Staff photo by John Salerno'
..
games Beamer said next
week's open date before
traveling to Western Nov.
21 is a "stroke from
heayen."
"We're beat up and
tired," he said, and the
break in the schedule will
If Friday's 75-0 victory "Of course, since we pointed with the two-tight
°ass AAAA
give Murray State a
Jefferson Co.
chance to "rest, heal up over Fulton City wasn't were both the district and end offense the coaches Lou. Butler vs. Lou.DeSales
and get ready for -enough to -put the conference champs this voted for because it kept Lou. Doss vs. Lou. Ballard
Calloway County High year, I thought everyone Craig Darnell off the
State
Western."
•
School
football team on a on our team should have team. He caught 18 Shelby Co. at Henderson Co.
A win over the HilltopDixie Heights at Lox. Henry Clay.
cloud,
the
weekend
voting
made
the
All-Conference
passes
for
471
yards
and
pers would give the
Class AAA
for the All-Western Ken- team," Harp said. "I'm four TDs and I thought Franklin-Simpson
at Calloway
tucky Conference team extremely happy for our he deserved to be on Co.
should boost them right kids, though, and I am a there. Our center Marty Woodford Co. at Elizabethtown •
Lincoln Co. at Fort Thomas
on up there.
little biased when it Hayes also did a good job Highlands
Eight players and head comes to voting for my for us, but I think because Russell at Leslie Co.
coach Sam Harp made own team," Harp said.
he's a junior is why they
Class AA
the All-Conference glitter
Lone Oak also had eight overlooked him," Harp Warren East at Mayfield
Rowan Co. at Bardstown
list this season when the players make the honor pointed out.
Middlesboro at Somerset
conference voting by the squad, Reidland placed
Friday at 7:30 p.m. the Prestonsburg at Johns Creek
coaches of Lone Oak, seven and Crittendon Lakers begin their postClass A
Crittenden County, County had the remain- season play when they Tompkinsville at Russellville
at Paris
Reidland and CCHS was ing three members.
host Franklin-Simpson at Frankfort
Nicholas Co. at Bellevue
completed.
"I was a little disap- Laker Stadium.
Pikeville at Williamsburg
Harp, after guiding his
squad to a 9-2 record and
the school's fist district
championship and first
winning season ever, was
named the WKC Coach of
the Year.
Calloway County High
"We bunched together was the No. 4 man for
The eight Lakers
honored by the WKC School's cross country well," said two-time Calloway County.
Ernie O'Brian and
voting included offensive season came to an end regional champion coach
guard Tony Hendon,tight Saturday when both the Jim Nix," But we bunch- Herlie Chadwick also ran
for CCHS placing 75th
end Don Hargrove, boys and girls teams ed too far back."
Only 11 seconds elapsed and 89th, respectively.
quarterback Tim Brown, competed in the state
Last year the Lakers
fullback Tommy championships at Lex- between the Lakers' No. 1
Workman, punter Randy ington's Kentucky Horse man Mike Wicker, who placed 11th in the state
finished 48th overall with competition.
Dawson, defensive tackle Farm.
Lady Lakers' Stacy
The Lady Lakers a 18:30 time,and the No.5
Tim Pittman, linebacker
Kirk Starks, safety Jeff finished 13th in the field man Mark Thorn, who Taylor paced CCHS with
of 16 teams in the Class placed 60th with a 18:41 a 13:20 time, good for
Garrison.
85th place, backed by
This was the first year AA championships while time.
the Class AAA and Class the Lakers notched a 10th
Mike Harlan (52nd) Stephanie Wuest (87th)
4-A schools were divided place finish among 17 op- came in second for the 13:21, Patty Doyle (88th)
which gave more CCHS ponents.
Lakers, Barry Knight 13:22, Kris Miller (89th)
players an opportunity to
Pulaski County won (54th) was the third 13:26, and Bonnie Hutmake the team than ever both the boys and girls Laker to cross the line chens(95th) 13:34.
before.
Class AA titles. Tonight the cross counand Mike Garrison (56th)
try banquet for both
squads begins at 7 p.m. in
the CCHS cafeteria.

Harp,Eight Lakers Honored 1

You will Save

CC Cross Country Squad's
Place 10th, 13th In State

Now through Saturday
when you buy 4
Uniroyal Steeler
steel-Belted Radials.
#1 in treadwear rating

Versus Goodyear Custom Polysteel, Firestone 721, General Dual
Steel II, Goodrich Life Saver XLM, Michelin XWW,based on a cornparlson of manufactures'treadwear ratings under the new government Uniform Tire Quality Grading System.(See your store for
complete details.)
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Golf,
Briefly

Reserve Now!
Limited Seats Available
Group Departure From Nashville

Jan.27-Feb.7, 1982

JP1111111.4411111
,
:1111M.

You'll save *100 off Our kg.
Retail Price When you
buy a set of 4-and
Uniroyal will send,you
4_ an additional *50 Rebate

Size
P1115/80R•13
P20617644-16
r P211.9114446
P225/75F1-15
P*235/75A.15
P195/75A-14
P205/75R-14

Reg.
Price

Sale
Pdce
83.95

88.95
107.96

42.es.

117.95
126.95
101.95
105.95

86.95
92.95
101.95
16.95
80.95

F.E.T.
1.91
2.50'
2.64
2.115
3.0$
228
2.2$

Set of 4
Savings
100.00

100.00

4

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

Sightseeing tours, transfers,
some meals included
Optional course
"Adventures in Attitudes"Taught By or. George Cheponis of MSU ,...

•
_
.

Offered While on Maui
All Prices Plus Tax and F.E.T. snd old tire off car. F.E.T. varies per tire from $1.91 to $3.06.

Prices Good Through Saftuday At ALL OTASCO Stores & Participating Dealers.'

62LT
IHAIIKI4

4 Nights
Hilton Hawaiian Village Hotel
on Waikiki Beach
6 Nights
- Maui Surf Hotel, Maui '

Bel Air Center Murray
4

MasterCard

For Brochure Coll 75-44546 ,- Nt0S-.41t:

.4-' .

FM LANDS TRAVEL AGEMCV

KAWANISHI, Japan
(AP)- Bobby Clampett
led the United States to a
35-stroke victory over
Japan for the Americans'
first victory in seven.
years in the U.S.-Japan
men's professional
series.
'
The Americans had a ,
four-round total Of 2,246
forlarngt eight scores
of nine players, against'
2,281 forthe Japanese.
Clampett, the
dividual winner, closed
with a three-under-par 69
for a I7-under-par 271
total, a tournament
record. Japan's Akira
Yabe also carded a final
69 and finished second at
278.
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MONEY'S WORTH -(Above) Nick Nance (38) gallops for
good yardage against the Governors Saturday behind blocking
by rumungmate Tony Lester (33).(Above left) Austin Peay end
Rodney Long springs for a reception while Racer defenders

Gregg Evans 17) and Stephen Jones ($0) close in. (Bottom
left) Z-back Ondra Woods (15) has the ball stripped train his
grasp by Racer defensive back Gregg Evans(17).
--Staff photos by John Salerno

Colonels Look To Playoffs
For Third Straight Year
By The Associated Press

Senior Gold Squad Pops
MSU Blue Cagers, 72-67
Murray State's Lady
Racer basketball squad
conducted its first exhibition scrimmage this
season with the seniorladen Gold squad turning
back a determined Blue
bunch,72-67.
Jeanette Rowan and
Shelly Steinkoenig
pumped in 18 points each
and Bridgette Wyche added 16 as the Gold broke a
31-all halftime deadlock
into a five-point victory.

Dianne Oakley, a 6-4
junior center, led the
Blues with 24 points and
eight rebounds. But most
of the boardwork was accomplished by her Blue
teammate freshman
Sharon Cooper, who led
both squads with 12 rebounds.
Sophomore Mina Todd,
a former all-stater from
Calloway County High,
hit nine of 17 from the
field and backed Oakley

with 18 total points.
Blues' Lori Barrett connected for 10 points for
the only other doublefigure scorer of the game.
The exhibition was in
connection with the Kentuckianna Girl Scout
Basketball Clinic hosted
by Murray State. The
Lady Racers begin
regular season play when
they host Southern Illinois at 7 p.m. Nov. 21.

Boxer Saad Learns Lesson
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
(AP) - Matthew Saad
Muhammad should listen
to the referee if he meets
Michael Spinks to unify
the light heavyweight
title. He should listen
carefully to the warning
to defend himself at all
times.
Vonzell Johnson didn't
listen Saturday. Breaking

from a clinch in the
seventh round, Spinks
clobbered Johnson with a
"sneak" overhand right.
Spinks reiterated the
first lesson of boxing in
his 18th victory and his
first defense of the World
Boxing Association title
he won from Eddie
Mustafa Muhammad July 18.

Spinks was winning the
scheduled 15-round fight
on the judges' cards well
before the instructive
right.
Punishing Johnson with
measured left jabs and
quick, vicious
combinations, Spinks'
relentless power wore
down the challenger.

With the conference
championship safely
tucked away, Eastern
Kentucky can begin to
look forward to the NCAA
Division I-AA playoffs for
the third year in a row.
Eastern Kentucky,
which won the NCAA title
in 1979 and was runnerup
to Boise State last year,is
currently ranked No.1 in
the Division I-AA ratings.
And the Colonels played
up to that ranking with a
63-10 mauling of Tennessee Tech that clinched
the Ohio Valley Conference title.
In other league games
Saturday, Western Kentucky outlasted Akron
19-14 and Murray State
held off Austin Peay 3429. In non-league games,
Morehead earned its first
win of a frustrating
season by routing Liberty
Baptist 34-10 and
Youngstown State
measured Western
Illinois 34-22. Middle Tennessee was idle.
Those decisions left
Eastern with a 7-0 league
record and Western in the
runnerup slot at 4-2,
followed by Murray and
Youngstown State at 4-3.
Eastern has only one
league game remaining,
at Morehead State
Nov.21.

Saturday's schedule
has Austin Peay at Tennessee Tech, Western
Kentucky at Middle Tennessee and Youngstown
State at Morehead.
Akron, Eastern Kentucky
and Murray State will
take the day off.
Eastern's romp was
Tennessee Tech's most
lopsided OVC defeat
since Western Kentucky
trounced the Golden
Eagles 55-0 in 1967.
Terence Thompson ran
82 yards on Eastern's second series to score the
first touchdown of the
game. Less than two
minutes later, Ed
Hairston ran 62 yards for
another touchdown and
the rout was on. Eastern
led 49-0 at the half.
Thomspon rushed for
129 yards on 12 carries to
pace an Eastern offense
that rolled up 545 yards.
Sophomore running
back Danny Embree ran
17 yards for the winning
touchdown as Western
Kentucky held off Akron.
Akron led 14-13 with
6:55 left when Western
placekicker Jim Griffiths

"I can get you more
protection for your
insurance dollar."

missed a 29-Yard field
goal attempt. But
Western got the ball back
three plays later on a
fumble and Embree
scored on the next play.
Gino Gibbs passed for
two touchdowns and 301
yards to help Murray nip
Austin Peay and snap; a
three-game losing streak.
Mike Katzman, a surprise starter, threw for
three Austin Peay
touchdowns and ran for
another. Two touchdown
strikes in the last period
trimmed a 19-point Murray lead to five.
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Sports At A Glance
College
Football
EAST
Boston College 5 2 ,
Massachusetts 22
Boston U.37, Connecticut 20
Brown 10, Rhode Island 8
Colgate 24, Bucknell 6
Dartmouth 21, Columbia 7
Holy Cross 28, Army 13
Maine 55, Princeton 44
Navy 35,Syracuse 23
New Hampshire 21, Lafayette
18
Pittsburgh 47, Rutgers 3
W.Virginia 24, Temple 19
Yale 23, Cornell 17 SOUTH
Auburn 20, N. Texas St. 0
Citadel 28, Tn.-Chattnooga 28,
tie
Clemson 10, N. Carolina 8
Duke 31, Wake Forest 10
23E. Carolina 66, E. Tennessee St

Michigan 70, Illinois 21
Michigan St. 61, Northwestern
14
Minnesota 35, Ohio St. 31
N. billinois 38, Ohio U. 14
Notre Dame 35, Georgia Tech 3
Oklahoma 28, Kansas St. 21
Toledo 28, W. Michigan 14
W. Kentucky 19, Akron 14
Wisconsin 28, Indiana 7
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 41, Baylor 39
Arkansas St. 16, Lamar 9
Hawaii 35, Texas-El Paso 7
Houston 14, Texas 14,tie
Nebraska 54, Oklahoma St. 7
Southern Meth. 33, Rice 12
Texas Christian 39, Texas Tech
39, tie
Tulsa 31, New Mexico St. 0
W. Texas St. 17, Indiana St. 14
FAR WEST
Arizona St. 31, San Jose St. 24
Brigham Young 63, Colorado
St. 14
Fresno St. 42, Nev.-Las Vegas
26
Missouri 30, Colorado 14
New Mexico 7, Utah 7, tie
Southern Cal 21, California 3
Stanford 63, Oregon St. 9
UCLA 31, Washington 0
Utah St. 28, Long Beach St. 2
Washington St. 39,Oregon 7
Wyoming 24,San Diego St. 13

E. Kentucky 63, Tennessee
Tech 10
Furman 30, Davidson 12
Georgia 26, Florida 21
Harvard 23, Williarh & Mary 14
Kentucky 17, Vanderbilt 10
McNeese St. 27, Louisiana Tech
20
Miami. Fla. 27, Florida St. 19
NE Louisiana 40, Louisville 7
Pacific U. 23,S. Carolina 21
• National Football League
Penn St. 22, N. Carolina St. 15
Richmond 45, VMI 14
Sunday's Games
S Mississippi 7, Mississippi St.
Washington 33, Detroit 31
6
Miami 30, New England 27, OT
Tennessee 24, Wichita St. 21
24Green Bay 31, New York Giants
Tennessee St. 43, Cent. SL,
Okla.0
,Houston 17;0aiiistoll
_
Philadelphia 52,St:Louis 10
Texas-Arlington 23. SW LadMinneota 26, Tampa Bay 10
siana
Chicago 16, Kansas City 13, OT
TuLsne 14, Maryland 7
San Francisco 17, Atlanta 14
MIDWEST
Cincinnati 40, Sin Diego 17
Bowling Green 14, Ball St. 10
Denver 23, Cleveland 20, OT
Cincinnati 34, Memphis St. 7
New Orleans 21, Los Angeles 13
Drake 12,S. Illinois 17
New
York Jets 41, Baltimore 14"
Iowa 33. Purdue 7
Seattle 24, Pittsburgh 21
Kansas 24, Iowa St. 11
Monday's Game
Kent St. 13. E Michigan 7
Buffalo at Dallas( n
Miami,Ohio 7, Cent. Michigan 3

Pro Football

TENNIS
STOCKHOLM, Sweden
(AP) - Sandy Mayer
upset top-seeded Jimmy
Connors 6-3, 6-3 to set up
an historic final with kid

ON FALL AND BACK-TO-SCHOOL CLEANING

Wendy Turnbull of
Australia won the
women's title in the Seiko
Classic for the second
year in a row with a 6-3, 60 victory over Sabina
HONG KONG (AP) - Sinunonds of Italy.

brother Gene in the
$200,000 Stockholm Open.
Gene, the third seed,
defeated Hank Pfister 63,6-2.
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RESTAURANT
"Serving American & Chinese Food Daisy"
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

"LUNCH SPECIALS"
American 81 Chinese Buffet

Pants 81
Slacks

20% on

Men's Or Indies

Draperies

4$ 1

39
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All You Can Eat $325 Per Person
Includes: Salad Bar, Chinese And American Entree,
3 Kinds Of Vegetables,fried Rice, Chinese Hot or Iced Tea. Also Includes 1 Serving Soup & 1 Appetizer
Children Under 12 Vs Price
--Buffetiourillaby 11.2 - Atasdera NotWeed Test
Breakfast 6 s.n.-11 a.m. leech 11-2 p.a.
Dialer 4- le

Hwy.641lsyii
Many,Ky.(502)7113440
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Humanely Speaking
Written By Humane Society
Owners Should Keep Pet Warm

Administration Discusses
Firing Of Nuclear Shot
WASHINGTON
(AP) — The Reagan
administration is
acknowledging tht
NATO has discussed
firing a nuclear warning shot to discourage
the Soviets if war
breaks out in Europe
but says the idea "has
never been translated
into a military plan." A
In a carefully worded statement Thursday, the administration sought to reconcile contradictory
statements by
Secretary of State
Alexander M. Haig Jr.
and Secretary of
Defense Caspar 'W.
Weinberger on
whether such a plan
exists.
Haig said it did;
Weinberger said it
didn't.
"Both are right,"
the administration
statement said.
"Secretary Haig
was correct in noting
that demonstrative

use is an option that
has been considered
by NATO," it explained. "Secretary
13 I Nutritim Anlmalf vent burns.
It happens every does not eliminate the upon.' Cedar shavings,
Weinberger was corwinter. Some snowy, necessity for seeing that straw, or an old coat or need extra nutrition dur(6) ID Tags. Animals
rect that this option
frigid morning, weeks his special needs during blanket will do fine. If ing cold weather to pro- often become disoriented
has never been
after the teperatures the winter months are Fido insists on carrying duce needed body heat. In in cold weather.. MID.
translated Into a
have begun to dip provided for. Those needs the bedding outside, use a addition to increased tag will insure his prompt
regularly well below include:
broad-headed nail to quantity (perhaps half- return tajtau.
militazyp"
freezing, the Humane
/t wasn't clear,
Winter weather Is
(1) Adequate shelter. A fasten the coat or blanket again as much), your pet
Society will receive a call dog (or cat) should have to the floor. Bedding must needs added vitamins, almost upon us, and pet
however, if the statefrom a concerned a tightly-constructed/ be kept clean and dry if it minerals, carbohydrates, owners should take steps
ment would dispell
neighbor complaining the house with cracks filled is to retain its insulative fats, and proteins. A bet- now to prevent suffering
growing expressions of
dog next door is kept out- in so that drafts are qualities.
anxiety over what
ter grade of dog or cat and to provide for the
doors in all kinds of prevented. Drafts—more
many Europeans inMetal barrels with one .food may solve the pro- special needs of animab
weather without ade- than freezing end open and houses with blem.
tepret as warlike-which cold weather brquate shelter — and in temperatures — are the dirt floors are definitely
ings with it.
statements from
(4) Water. Animals
some cases, without any number one danger to unsatisfactory shelters.
Washington at a time
Remember to give the
shelter at all. In some animals in the winter. The fact that Fido has also need plenty of fresh, hood of your car a sharp
when the United States
cases, the Humane Socie- The doorway should be survived previous clean water. Owners rap on cold mornings to
wants to deploy
ty has filed charges in covered with a drape winters in them may should check morning scare away cats which
medium -range
court and obtained con- made of heavy material, simply mean that he has and night to see that the may have crawled into
nuclear missiles in
victions for the owners of and the door should face been miserable all winter water dish has not frozen the motor for warmth.
Western Europe.
these animals, but how some sort of a baffle or long,and as he gets older, over.
Haig, a former
Animal Shelter is
The
much better It would be if barrier such as a bale of his suffering and the
NATO commander,.
(5) Grooming. The now open from 11. a.m. to
the animals did not first hay or the side of another detrimental effect on his pads of your dog's paws
told Congress on
noon and 1-5 p.m. Monday
have to go through nights building to protect health will increase.
Wednesday that a
should be examined fre- through Saturday. It is
of shivering and suffer- against the wind. The
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David Gergen, die
White House
spikesman, said
neither man was in
error and that they
discussed the nuclear
warning issue before
Weinberger 's
testimony Thursday to
the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.
In a statement
prepared by the
Defense Depattment,
the administration
tried to clarify the apparent discrepancies.
"In its consideration
of nuclear deployment
issues, NATO a
number of years ago
identified the so-called
demonstrative use as a
possible option. It is
this that Secretary
Haig referred to
yesterday," the
statement said.
"However, as
Secretary Weinberger
indicated today, there
is no precise NATO
military plan and
there have always
been significant
doubts expressed in
NATO — doubts which
the U.S. shares, about
the utility of this
option."

Hog Market

0

TURN OVER
A NEW LEAF
AND GO TO
CHURCH
REGULARLY

make
own. Classes- 6 p.m.-9
p.m. Mon.-Fri. 15 miles
out on 94E.

FOR YOU

Carter
Studio
300 mow

410 forn.lcs,

SPECIAL
16" 14 KT Serpentine
Chains Reg. $36.00
Now $12.95. 13" 14
Kt. Serpentine Chains
Reg. $40.00 Now
$16.95. Floating
Hearts 14 Kt. Reg.
$7.115 Now $3.35.
GOLD& SILVER
PAWN SHOP
Olympic Plaza
753.7113
Opa• a... to ?p... Daily, I
p.n. Seaday.

5. LOST & FOUND IN
REWARD — Small mostly beagle male with white
flea collar lost about two
miles east of Murray. 7591719 or 753-4641.

6. HELP WANTED
Very attractive opportunity with reliable
company. Looking for
husband and wife teams
or mature singles who are
seeking to supplement
present incomes. Call 7530352 between 9 and 11
a.rh.
Male dance instructor no
experience required will
train. Thurmond School
of Dance 753-9756.
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers PLENTY
OF MONEY plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits t
o mature individual in
Murray area. Regardless
of experience, write J. A.
Byers, Texas Refinery
Corp., Box 711, Fort
Worth, Texas 76101.
$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs .
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
ages, experience unnecessary. Call 1-716-8426000. Ext.5112.
CLERICAL full or part
time opportunity working
from home with mail. No
experience required. Information send stamped,
self-addressed envelope N.F. Associates, P. 0.
Box M, Staten Island,
New York 10314.

• 350

753-8298

groups, rcu
n tons, remember those
•
special occasions, with
=photographs

THERE AREN'T
ANY GIRLS
lH f-IfY
I
OFFICE "

'2. NOTICE

weekly stuffing
envelopes. For information send self addressed
stamped envelope to Kenny S. 88 North St.
Stoneham, Ma.02180.

NEED A JOB?
Ever thought of working on a towboat?
The river industry employs thousands of
men-women. They receive good pay and
many fringe benefits. Work 30 days stay
home 30 days. For info write: CRF., INC.
P. 0. Box 121,Dept. 331, Doniphon, Mo.
63935 for foster reply send selfaddressed stomped envelope.

WHEN THE MASKE2 MAN
COMES OUT..SHOOT HIM'

JUCX3E,
VE TAKEN GRAFT
FROM EVERY BiG CROOK IN
TOwN..INCLUDING •THE BIG
GEST ONE
YOUR
RoTHER

0

• • •• BERGMAN AS GO
Actress Ingrid
_,.. Bergman is in cations arformer Israeli Prime
Minter Odds Mohr &ring tbs filming of u.
documentary on bideslife in Tel Aviv. •
-

(AP Lamerpboto)

I.

LOCAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Insurance Agency Secretarial Opportunity Experience desired.
Send resume to P. 0. Box SIO,
Murray, Ky. Must be received no
later then Nov. 11, 1981.

PAO.131111. 111 RN 41. As 1.1444.11 4 Tiak.s. mad.
).%needier 9. 19111

•

IIEM
I
116141161.66 MMIEN
311C
43 ItEAt ESTATf
ITTMIMMEFTA/4 OMm It HOUSES POR *E147 41 REAL ESTA"rt
45 FARMS FOR SALE
49 USEDCARS
ERYICESOFFERED
Five room house east of
I mill babUsit infants Tx Anti freeze for recrea- Murray
available im
Pr e schools's. I have lots tional vehicles. Call 753- mediately 489 2234 after
of experience and 89.7itter5...30p.m.
430.
references. 753-7904.
Will remove dead or un. Olympia electric desk FOR RENT OR LEASE
wanted trees and SittutiS. .,„Pewriter
,,,,
$14"
e
or best
Call for free estintates'
before 2:30. 753 5484. _
markt rifle case,
9S,
FOR
11er
iglia feather clothing.
Will rake up leaves. 4
Leave name and address 4411fr,,,,.„2„Y,,,#Lertet:„. Shop.
LEASE
at 1615 miller Ave.
Building in Olympic
9633.
Plaza Shopping Center
10. BUSINESS
Reasonable Rent Coll
9x12 Green House. ComTorn Kai-imams
OPPORTUNITY
plete $650. Call 753-7503
•••••••••••••••••

••••••••••• .

•

Order now for Christmas
Captains desk with stool
$50.00, receipt box $5.00,
12 hole Martin box $25.00,
jewelry boxes 610.00, 4 ft.
14 WANT TO (3y.y_.... section of old high back
church seat $10.00. See
Gerald Waldrop or come
Want to buy standing by 1624 Olive Street after
timber cash or percen- 4 p.m.
tage. J.L. McKnight 7537528.
26 TV RADIO
Want to buy. Used motor
home 24 foot or smaller.
Call 753-0114.

REPOSSESSED
25" COLOR TV
HOME FURNISHINGS Under Warranty,
take up payments

CLAYTONS
753-7575

19. FARM EQUIPMEe
300 Massey Ferguson
combine corn and grain
headers. Call 492-8621.
22 MUSICAL

TRY
REFORE
YOU
BUX
So your child.,
wants to take
piano lessons but
yctu hate to buy a
piano before your%
sure'they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST!. Rent applies to purchase
CLAYTONS
753-7575

27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES

1971 Richardson Trailer
12x60 two bedroom furnished. Gas, central air
and heat. Excellent condition. Call 753-3142 and
alter 5 p.m. call 753-8854.
28. MOBILE

HOME RENTALS

MURDEcii,

753-9469

117ETS SUPPLIES
AKC German Shepard
Puppies, 28 champions
and five generations also
registered American
Eskimo Spitz puppies and
guard dog. 502-554-2153.
Nine month old female
black great dane fully
obediance trained and
certified. Cropped ears,
good blood line, AKC
registered. Must sell due
to personal problem
$350.00. Will negotiatecall
Sal 753-6527 or 753-9101.
AAA Dog Grooming 13
years experience. Call
Goldie Brown Lynn Grove
135-4579.
Six month old Black'
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.
43

REAL ESTATE

Two two bedroom trailers
$160.00 and $170.00. Brandi's Trailer Court. Call
753-841,

x 60, all electric, 2
bedroom, furnished, has
washer & dryer. In city.
Only $150. Also 2 bedroom
10 x 57, furnished, only
$115. Coleman R. E. 7539898.
Two bedrooms with central heat, new furniture
and carpet. Near university. Shady Oaks Mobile
Want guitar player-singer Home Court 753-5209.
to play in Blue Grass
band. Call 753-9400 after Mobile home, 12x50, furnished, near university,
5:00.
water, sewer, G-P-up furnished. Available. Phone
753-3895 after 5:00.
SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE - 32. APTS. FOR RENT
Wanted: Responsible
party to take over piano. Furnished one bedroom
Can be seen locally. apartment for rent. No
Write Mr. Powers, Box children or pets. Call 753327, Carlyle, Illinois 3913.
62231.
Nice one bedroom furnished apartment near
shopping center and
23 EXTERMINATING university. Reasonably
priced. 753-3949.

.&L

Two apartments for rent
one single bedroom, one
two bedroom furnished or
unfurnished except appliances. 753-8730 before 5
p.m. or 753-6965 after 5

Kelley's Termit
Pest Control

Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment furnished or unfurnished
near hospital 'and
downtown. Call 759-4756
-24. MISCELLANEOUS before 11 a.m, or after 5
p.m.
_
Kitchen Aid dishwasher
portible, Kenmore Newly decorated one
automatic washer and bedroom apartment
dryer, Hearth Glow wood $175.00 per month. Call
burning stove used three Spann Realty Associates
months, 1976 Yamaha 753-7724.
500CC twin cylinder Two bedroom apartment
motorcycle, camper top for rent, range, overif
for fleet side pickup. Call refrigerator, dishwasher,,
759-1524.
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
Dinner bell no. 2, 18 ft. No pets. One year lease
refrigerator, utility and $225 deposit required.
trailer, camper-topper, $225 per month. Phone
antique corn sheller, iron 753-2622 or 753-3865.
wash kettle, 2-ton International grain truck, 16 Two bedroom.apartment
gauge shell loader with at Embassy 'Apts. Call
accessories. Call 437-4801. 753-3530.
113 3l14

"Prefessierwel Services
Wirit The Nee* Teach

CENTER
RIDGE
SUBDIVISION
New listing - 2
b.r., 2-bath, B.V.
and framehome,
electric heat,
r a n g'e ,
refrigerator,
fireplace with
stove insert, all
draperiesi included, waif -to-wall
carpeting, close to
lake. .1.,ee this soonat only $32,000.
HAMMER AND
SAW AND A
LITTLE
INITIATIVE
This is a well constructed lake cottage that is
suitable for a permanent home for a
small family. Not
finished inside
which will allow
the fiurchaser to
select their own
arrangements and
colors. Wooded
lakeview lot. A
good buy at
$15,900.

Lombard chain saws and
service. Stokes Tractor
Industrial Rd.

House for rent in Taylor
Store community. Contact Larry Hurt Murray
Supply 753-3361.

Two bedroom house on N
Wood, Cut up slabs, $17.00 18th Street partially furnished. Call 753-5737.
a rick. Call 753-8526.
Two houses near
university. $100.00
Firewood
Order now and burn' depolt,1108.00 per month
seasoned wood this winter rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
9.m.
416-2758

o-c-1 for sale" $25.00 a
rick. Call 489-2101 or 4892231,

-Polowoweollerrices
WM The Friesdly Tessa

MOVE IN
TODAY
five miles from
Murray on 1't
acres, 2 bedroom,
bath, nice living
room, eat in kitchen, outside
storage. Check it
out at $26,500.
CHOICE
LOCATION
641 S. two lots
(100x375' each),
only short distance
from city. Commercial or
building site. City
water available.

SUPER ASSUMPTIMIS! Yes you con'
Thera ore oliernorive
methods or buying orel
selling property
however. and in many
cases they ore more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods
These alternative
methods %tell become
increasingly popuicir in
the next decode As
overage home prices
and prime mortgage interest rotes increase
the dernond for alter
native methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly Currently, more Mom 50*/*
of all real estate tran
soctions involve one or
more alternative finonc
id() methods
me
thods that are
beneficial to both the
buyer ond seller of pro
pert y.
methods
available to you

.Y21
LORETTA ,JOBS, REALTORS
'200 S•r•nor•
t'e•-•.c.r

EitraordinaryCattle
Farm
Over 100 acres of 1
clover and fescu
pastures, 3 ponds, pl
automatic water trough,
2 wells and 3 excellent
barns, woven wir
fences all around plus
exterior fences. Farm is
in A-1 condition, limed
and fertilized regUlarly.
Spacious 3 BR brick
home with double
arage and lots of extras. Call Spann Realty
iates for details
534724.

aim
:
AD
753-1222
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
With this private 5
acre fenced track
near KY Lake.
Situated
beautifully with a
private drive and a
stocked pond. You
can do some great
relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat.
Concrete block
basement with
roof goes withthe
property. Price
just lowered to
$10,000 and owner
will finance.
Phone any
member of the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team at 7531222 for all the
details. Price just
reduced.
NOT JUST
A HOME...
AN ESTATE
OF MIND
Beautiful 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 bath
Gatesborough
home on a duble
lot. There are two
heat pumps with a
humidifier, central vacuum
system, intercom,
automatic garage
door opener, wet
bar, and two
patios. Everything
you need for comfortable, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointment today, 7531222, Kopperud
Realty. We are
members of Multiple listing service.

Firewood mostly oak 33. ROOMS FOR RENT
$22.00 per rick delivered.
Call 753-6153 or 753-5513.
Room for rent one block
from University 753-1812
Two bicycles motor cross or 753-6933.
and 10 speed boys bike
like new. Call 753-9229.
HOUSES FOR RENT
3000 board ft. of poplar
lumber. Call 489-2719.

1111MUIRSMAL ISHII*
53-1111

•

Former Diamond Directs
started a more profitable
business. 965-5387 Call
now!!!

Trailer couch and chair.
753-0584 or 759-4107.

gnm

iS02) 753., 4q.'

alkuo
753-1222
ASSUMABLE
LOAN
Quality, beauty
and convenience
are a few of the adjectives that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 ,bath
home, less than 4
years old. Home is
sparkling clean
and features a
family room,
fireplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
air. Located 1 mile
north of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Priced at
$44,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.
HOUSE AND
80 ACRES
Attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home
and 80 acres
located 13 miles
northwest of Murray. Land includes
several acres of
good timber and
approximately 30
acres tendable. Offered at only
$62,500 through
K6pperud Realty,
711 Main.
CRAMPED FOR SPACE
- Your family will enjoy
this large 3 BR, 2 bath
brick ranch house with
large family room, formal dining room spacious
eat in kitchen and oversiz
en living room. Also
featuring fenced yard,
garage and attic storage
you have yard, yard and
more yard on this 1' acre
lot conveniently located 2
miles from town. You get
a great deal here for a
small price. Come and
see for yourself. Cali
Spann Realty Associates
753 7724.
1

44

LOTS FOR SALE

40 acres
mile highwo,
frontage Route '1346 next
to Irvin Cobb esort
$48,000. $8000.00 down
owner fa-lancing Will ac
cept boat or travel trailer
or trade in Write Bill Ot
tesen Carbondale, Ill Or
call 618 549 3002 after 5
pm

Exclusive fusilier*, with
woodland. Pasture.
organic garden, large
stock barn with electric'
ty. work shop. garage
area Clean two bearOeins
brick nome with large kit
(hen, target, ear: seellet
Stove, electric heat
125,000 Call evenings 759
1641

HOMES FOR SAL

FOR
SALE

House for sale or rent
Cail.753 0417

1972 Oldsmobile
aitleSS, new firm.

46

'Home for sale by owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, immediate
possession
Three
bedroom brick over 1400
sq ft. living area Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5 00 pm 551 1111
or after 5.00 p.m. 554
7580 Ask for Ken Adams.
New 3 bedroom. 2 bath,
built in appliance% Must
sell 530,000. Call 489 2670
47 MOJORCYCLES

1

Brenda's
Beauty Salon
Your Forever Living ALOE VERA
product dealer in the Penny
'Community!

BRENDA JONES 753-3229
•••

_Sole
1979 Ford Torino 2
door, 6 cylinder one
owner local cor

PURDOMS
Oldsmobile
Poolioe
Coddle(
7555311
11111w Ms..

Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears 153 7310 to
tree estimate tor vois
novo*
JonnsOn s lett?ic COOS
mercla, and residential
wirina_ gas installed and
repairing 753 7703

a GginC Van Ammersum
rutty customized with
re/Viper aloe. sink. stereo •
-ouch (converts into
bed), rally wheels
custom paint and (44:0
tarns cisaig 13.000 mules
Reply to 753 5014

C
- arpet Ciearuno- Clem
odor tree carpel lass
longer and smells better
For free estimates cal
Jeff's Carpet Cleaning
753 9634 E spec genre('.ono
reliable
Vacuum cleaners Kirby,
Electrolux. Filter Queen.
Rainbow with all at
taehments, all good as
new $17900 Call Paris
901 612 7173

ALCOA ALUMINUM.
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim Aluminum trim
for brick hOuSes Jack
Glover 753 1871

P
Servi( e Mow
mg. small tree aad hqg

Alexander SOON Tank
Cleaning vac uum ilean
eo from your drives. if
Industrial residentiitt
tom mei
14 how •••••
vic e.Cali 7$3 S911
& K SiUMP Removal
Do you need stu,,,o,
removed from your v
-land .clear.en /34
stumps' we can remove
slumps up to 74 below
the ground leaving only
sawdyV and iPmip k all
tor 'tree estimate
Kernp 43% 4343 or 3ot,
Kemp. Jr 435 4319
Of

triMiTing•Estimates

153-1113

1

Automobile mechanic
will do work on automatic
and all gasoline @twined
trucks All work done
guaranteed Call 837 45-46
SEAS Inn)
WOOD
Mixed hardwoods II" 74"
available_ $2750 a rick.
delivered Call- John
Boyer at IS) 8536
_
Will .nSpecl and 'ran
8958
498
Ch,rnnevi,
We shampoo
arpets
guaranteed retereni
reasonable /59 96)1
APPL iANCF SERVICE
K E P4, M 0 R E
WHIRLPOOL
WEST IN.GHOUSE
70
rears experience, Bobby
Hopper. Bobs Appliarke
Service 703 S 5th St 7$3
4872 or 7531886
D4Il Electric answer ser
vice calls on plumbing
and electric 753 9104.
after 5 00 415 4214
For your lime hauling and
lime spreading white
rock, -gravel, sand, coat
hauling call 753 4515 or
see Rodger Hudson
located 10 . miles east on
Hwy.91
CARPET CLEANINC,
Free est,male.,
reference4 Vibr,i
Steam or quick dryclean
mg LEE'S CARP( T
CLEANING, 753 5877

Val -

Professronai offer' and
building maintenam
daily or week I y Lee ‘,
Carpet Cleaning 753 5827
Boy's Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets, wood
work ing,lurniture repair,
fortnica, repTau. wood in
old cars ft--its- wood work
mg call 753 4174
Will sharpen hand saws.
chain saws and skill
fall 753 4656
Saws

Floor _Sanding
finishing 354 6177

Free puppies German
Shepard Australian
Shepard cross Call 198
8376

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911

Poison
Control
753-7588

Police
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

CHIMNEY
.DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Night
492 8983
Dey
753 4150

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Quality Seriict.
Company

Aktiitito and Vitivi
Siding, Cotton trim
overt. Relereaces.
Coll MN 141 Bailey,
753-04119.

Heating and Air Clio
sletroning Solos, Sales
and Service Modern
Sheet Metal Service
Departments

Loyd A McClure

753-9290

-

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Rust Signs
Murals
Track
Lettering
Cold Leaf
All Types
of Sign Work

153-63113

013uity•si
• ASTON alum
wows a CIISTOM
1111,11111111111RIUMS
•COSTOSI MILT cnoievuui
•CIPSTOM NaT 11801111

7534140
1212 MAIN

Murat,
leather'
SIM

•

&

56 FREE COLUMN

Dial-A-Service

225 L. P. Miller St. (Acre's from Coonnierety Cruise,.

Specializing in Senior Citizens
ha Cots $hoo Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

Or

h

For
Sale

I/1

Yorx FM-AM Multiplex
receiver, stereo cassette
8-track recorder, BSR
quanta 720 turn table 150
watts maximum. Can be
seen at A6 Coach Estates Three bedroom furnished
S. 16th St. Nine months or unfurnished, new furniture, newly reold sell for 1550.00. •
decorated on shady lot,
Pirew00d for sale $25.00 garden space. Outside the
rick delivered. Call 436- city'. 753-5209,7512876.
2741 after 5 p.m. .
Two bedroom cottage, lit:
kV room kitchen, full
13 ft. uorkght Keivinator 0Mh. Located at Paris
freezer, Y4 ft. john bOat Lanping on the Coast
with a 12 hp motor and Guard Road. $125.00 a
trailer 759-4910 after 4 month plus utilities.
p.111.
Deposit'required. 502-4365353.
•
Firewood $25.00 rick
A • delivered. Call atter 5 Nice two bedr000t Pa
tiaIly furnished lome
p.m. 4.36-2741.
eight miles southeast
Firewood for sale 753-3523 Murray. Married couples,
references. 492-8591.
or 753-0281

753-7113

Roy s Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets. rood
wort ino furniture repa,/
korn.i a replete wood in
Firewood fOr sale $7000 Odd cars it ill wood *ow
rick delivered Call 436 ingc au i 752 4124

Will clean basements, at
het woos. haul away
Junk Cali OS TS),

436 7991
-- Guttering by Sears Seats
Custom made leather
50USEO-TRUCKS
•
install
gutters
continuous
fackets, trousers, hats
ed per your spec III( a
Minor shoe repair Mur 1979 Ford Courier
753 lions Call Sears 753 2310
ray Leather Shop, Dix
1308
for free estimate
ieland Center 759 9633
1973
1.4
ton
Chevrolet
185 Suzuki motorcycle
wish to trade for PA pickup good condition MOBILE HOME
ANCHORS underpinning,
Call 753-9618 after 1 p m
system Call 753 3279
roof's sealed, patio awn
1973_ internationaf farm
1975 Kawasaki 500 $40000 truck. 14 ft fiat be. price ings. and house type roofs
for mobile 'Limes 753
Call after 5 p m 759 9717
$2850.00. Call 751 9061
1873 lick Glover
1975 350 Honda
Need work on your trees'
&MOTORS
BOATS
combination road and 52
Topping, pruning, shaP
trail bike. Excellent 14 ft Alumicraft boat and ing,
complete removal
condition Call 43 71744
trailer 1980 model 28 hp and more Call BOVER'S
Mariner motor, 8,000 lb TREE SERVICE,for pea
49 USEDZARS
electric, wench with fessional tree care 751
bumper 753 3052
8536
1971 Pontiac LeMans
Sport 350 engine newly SERVICES OFFERED Asphalt driveways
parking lots sealed by
overhauled transmission
We accept green hides for Sears For free eStimates
Call 436 2107 after 6 p m
tanning Murray Leather call 753 2310
For sale 1979 Malibu Shop Dixieland Shopping
Classic two door. V 8 Center 759 9633
AAA CUSTOM MADE
automatic, black, loaded
CABINETS, bookceses
with equipment, extra Will strip and refinish fur music centers et(
sharp S4400 00 435 4294
niture Murray Leather Reasonable 436 2566
Shop Dixieland Shopping
1973 Buick wagon $500.00 Center 759
J&H General Contractor
9633.
759 1465
roofing, painting, hauling
MOBILE HOME and etc 15 years ex
Insulation perience Phone
1975 Lincoln, rebuilt REPAIR
or
engine, has some- rust, window and door, under day 474 8008 or 474night
8092
fully loaded $350.00 759 pinning, tie down,
. 1465.
coolseal, patio and porch.
1977 Toyota Celica Best Free estimates. NO JOB P rofessional
paperhanging, painting,
TO SMALL. 753 6973.
offer 753 5573
farm buildings, top, sides
GENERAL HOME Commercial or
residential. Call Tremors
REPAIR -- 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry, con Farris 759- 1981 _
crete, plumbing, roofing, Concrete and blocks and
sliding. NO JOB TO
bftick
Basements
SMALL. Free estimates
driveways, sidewalks are
Days 474 2359, nights 474 -storm cellars
70 year
2276
1974 Fiat, 35 miles
expel''voids _and, free
estimates 11S3 5176
per gallon, excellent
Appliance Service Give
condition.
'vs a call we repair'em all
Concrete and blocks and
Dryers, washers, brick Basements, drive
refrigerators, stoves and ways, sidewalks ano
1972 Grand Torino,
freezers 759 1322
storm cellars 20 years
nice.
real sharp, extra
Leaf Removal -- Let T&D experience and free
Landscaping and Lawn estimates 753 5476
1979 Monte Carlo,
Maintenance take care of
loaded with all extras.
this troublesome task
Quickly and efficiently 'Aluminum Service Lo
Free estimates 759 1913
aluminu m la d vinyl
siding, custom . trim
1969 Opel GT, automatic Mobile home repairs.
E xcellent condition Setup underpinning, por
work References Cali
ches, miscellaneous. Call
51,750.00. Call 354 6217.
-Will
'Ed Bailey. 753
753-9138 or 753 5292
1976 Audi Fox asking
0689
$2000.00 will trade Call All your plumbing and air
conditioning needs. Also
7518668
ROOFING
do carpentry,. painting,
roofing and concrete. All
1975 Grand Prix good con
aisift-Up A Skinks
work done to satisfaction
dition low miles. Call 753
*forum's. All work
7261.
753 2211
11
glisr•et••1.
;foe
Estimoes. Cell 139-1859
1980
. Citation four door, Roy's Carpenter Shop
sr 7534581
power steering brakes, Custom cabinets, wood
air 753 9400 after 5:00.
working,furniture repair, Sammy i dwell painting
formica, replace wood in contractor Experienced
1974 MGBGT white new old cars. Eight foot
interior and exterior pain
rebuilt engine $1200.00. starter kitchen 1438.00.
?mg Free estimates Call
Call 436-2415.
Call 753-4124.
753 4686 or 753 047

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Two or three bedroom
acre lot, newly
house,
decorated, carpeted, in
Lynn Grove. Also three
bedroom, two bath, all
electric with fireplace.
Two-miles south on 641.
Coleman R.E. 753-9898.

1976 Dodge ASOen SE one
owner, small V
automatic. power. vielyt
roof. bucket seats and
cruise Call 753 7780
1977 Thunderbird good
condition, AM FM radal.
111111b.. tour new tires.
Call 767 2555.

111111481114e0f

153-533
Leather gifts
Purses, billfolds,
belts, etc. Minor
Shoe IrCepoir,
Custom mode
leather items

•
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ObituaTiJ Chimney Sweep Struts Around In Costume
Merton
Services
Are Today
Services for Robert H.
Etherton, 74, were today
at 2 at the First United
Methodist Cturch, where
he was a member, with
the Rev. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., and the
Rev. Jimmy Stubbs officiating, Ann Doran as
soloist, and Bea Farrell
as organist.
Pallbearers were Brent
Morris, Jr., Barry Herndon, Kevin Lawsdn,
James Neale, Steve
Whelan, and Joe Belcher,
Burial was in the Murray
City Cemetery with the
arrangements by
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Etherton, 811 South
Ninth Street, died Friday
at 3:50 p.m. in MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. He had owned
and operated Amoco OP.
Company, formerly Martin Oil, here since 1947.
He was a member of the
Murray Rotary Club and
the Big M Club at Murray
State University.
Born Sept. 28, 1907, in
Illinois, he was the son of
the late Will H. Etherton
and Mary Whitbord
Etherton.
He is survived by his
wife, Gladys Elmore
Etherton, to whom he
was married June 13,
1926; two sons, Bill Etherton, Rt. 5, Murray, and
Bob Etherton,. 814
Bagwell; two sisters,
Mrs. Leo (Mary Ellen)
Robinson, Carbondale,
and Mrs. Robert
(Ruby) McCall,
Goreville, Ill.; a brother,
Ray Etherton, Chicago,
ill.; six grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the
Memorial Fund of the
First United Methodist
Church, Murray.

Deering
Services
In Chapel
Services for Frances
Deering, 66, Madison
Heights, Mich., native of
Calloway County, were
Saturday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Kinsey-Garrott
Funeral Home, Royal
Oak, Mich., with burial in
the White Chapel
Memorial Cemetery,
Troy,Mich.
Deering died Thursday
morning in William Beaumont Hospital, Royal
Oak. Born July 20, 1915,in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Bert
Deering and Rubena
Wilkerson Deering. A
former employee of the
City of Oak Park, Mich.,
he retired in 1974. He was
a member of Calvary
Baptist Church, Hazel
Park, Mich.
He is survived by his
wife, Lucy Wilson Deering, to whom he was married Feb. 9, 1930; a
daughter, Mrs. Stephen
(Judith) Overstreet,
Ferndale, Mich.; a son,
James M. Deering, Sterling Heights, Mich.; two
brothers, Grover Deering, Palmetto, Fla., and
James M. Deering,
Peoria, Ill.; five grandchildren.

Crouch Rites
In Memphis
Serivices for Mrs. Herman (Martha) Crouch
were Saturday at 2 p.m.
at Memorial Park
Funeral Home, Memphis,
Tenn., with burial in a
cemetery there.
The deceased, a resident of 45 N. Wood Dove,
Memphis, Tenn., formerly of Puryear, Tenn.,
died Thursday morning
at Baptist Hospital, Memphis.
She was the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
O.A. Harker..Her father
and husband formerly
operated a brick plant in
Puryear. She was a
former school teacher
and a member of the
Methodist Church.
Survivors include her
husband; a daughter,
Nancy Finley, Houston,
Texas; a son, Calvin
Crouch, Memphis,Tenn.;
a sister, Ann Harker,
Paris, Tenn.; two granddaughters.

RIDEG FIFA.D, -Conn. &Om We-cause of chidiney liim-downicoltiereeftartu
( AP) --- There was a man fires. The law requires all check the oil furnace flue.
in a top hat and swallow people to have their "That is the English
tail coat strutting around chimney cleaned twice a custom. We wore knotted
on my roof the other day. year, and it is the same in handkerchiefs, like a
The neighbors probably many European counthought it was the morn- tries, where most of the
ing after manifestations homes are made of stone
of another party, but it -or brick. Here in America -was only my chimney with all those wood stoves
and wooden houses,
sweep.
Gags aside, Julius Or- people do not take these
ban proudly wears the simple precautions. They
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
traditional uniform of his think the chimney sweep
sooty profession with the is just a charming throw- (AP)- World politicians
cheerful air of a man who back to the past or a fic- should "continue to
brings good luck tional fellow who search for arrangements
wherever he goes, which befriended Mary Pop- and institutions which
will provide more equiis the chimney sweeps' pins'little charges."
image in Europe.
The part of Tran- ty," according to the vice
"In Budapest, where I sylvania where Orban's president of the United
was brought up," Julius family originated used to Church of Christ Board of
told me in between belong to Hungary but Ministries.
swabbing out my now is inside Romania.
"A thirst for equity" is
chimney with a variety of Julius learned the
how
the Rev. Dr. David
brooms and brushes, chimney sweeping trade
M.
Stowe
described the
"people brighten up and from an uncle, hitching a
-revolution of rising exsmile when they see the ride on the bar of his bicychimney sweep.... They cle as he made his rounds pectations" around the
world. He said that the intouch the buttons on his about the countryside.
equalities
that have
-In my country the
overallsior good luck."
always
existed
in human
He pointed out that in chimney, sweeps do not
his native Hungary, wear top hats," Julius society are no longer ac'very few houses burn told me as I accompanied ceptable, and said that
Christian missionaries
can "help change the
mind of humanity so that
workshops will offer in- tax credits and a tax pnnstruction in preparing in- ciples review.
dividual and non-farm
Enrollment fee for a
11-2-81
business returns as well workshop is ;45, which
Adults 127
as farm returns.
will cover the cost of
Nursery 6
Each two-day workbooks and reference
Newborn Admissions
workshop will cover 1981 materials.
Hillyer, Baby Girl
income tax legislation,
Persons who enroll in (Patricia), Rt. 9, Benwindfall profit tax and in- the workshop before Nov. ton.
stallment sale revisions. 5 will receive a workbook
Ballard, Baby Boy
Other topics will be by mail in advance of the 1Shirley), 933 Broadcapital gains and losses, sessions, and a set of four way, Mayfield.
retirement plans, net cassette tapes addressing
Cope, Baby Boy
operating losses, filing the .1981 Economic (Kathy),Rt.3, Benton.
and processing problems, Recovery Act, new tax'
Dismissals
procedures, and other - Denise Edwards, Rt.
topics covered in the 1, Hardin, Martha S.
workshops.
Lawson, 213 7th,
Workshops will be held Fulton, Peggy J.
at the following loca- Yarber and Baby Boy,
tions;
7 1 7 Anderson,
Maysville, Nov. 19-20, Mayfield, Renae Lynn
with indications of how Maysville Community McDougal and Baby
the dialogue will unfold in College; Somerset, Nov. -Girl, P.O. Bx. 52,
its subsequent 80-or-so 19-20, Somerset RECC Kirksey, Diane D. Ray
pages. The introduction Building; Florence, Dec.. and Baby Boy, 1012
forms a pattern for 1-2, Ramada Inn; Reynolds, Paris,
working-out of many of Elizabethtown, Dec. 1-2, Tenn.,
the arguments that ap- Pritchard Community
Janet L. Maupin, Rt.
pear later in the dialogue. Center (Hwy. 62 West); 2, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Robinson will teach Ashland, Dec. 3-4, David W. Lessman,
IDC 430, Dean's Honors Ashland Community Col- Rt. 1, Cottage Grove,
Seminar in the lege; Bowling Green, Tenn., Robert L.
Humanities, in the spring Dec. 3-4, Red Carpet Inn Burkeen, Rt.1, Dexter,
of 1982. The course (Exit 22 off I-65); Janice Crittendon, Rt.
focuses on the dialogues Owensboro, Dec. 8-9, Ex- 7, Murray, Barbara P.
of Plato and a com- ecutive Inn; Jenny Wiley, Miller, Rt. 6, Murray,
parison of the Greek Dec. 8-9, Jenny Wiley Shonna L. Edwards,
perspective on human State Park; Lexington Rt. 5, Murray,
values with the contem- (No. 1), Dec. 10-11,
Lucille Sorensen, Rt.
porary perspective. The Continental Inn, 2, Murray, Melanie L.
seminar is an attempt by Hopkinsville, Dec. 10-11, Kelly, Rt. 6, Murray,
faculty in the College of Hopkinsville Community Otis C. Ayers,56 Stone
Humanistic Studies to College; Mayfield, Dec. Bridge Dr., Eureka,
meet the special 15-16, Mayfield-Graves Mo., Mary A. Rogers,
academic needs of County Community CR Bx. 186B, New Conpresidential Scholars and Center; Lexington (No. cord, Jason R. Mcother gifted students.
2), Dec. 17-18, Carnahan
Admission to the House (Enrollment
course, which will meet limited to 65); Louisville,
from 6 to 9 p.m. on Dec. 17-18, Holiday Inn
Thursdays in Room 305 of East (Hurstbourne Lane,
Faculty Hall,will be Louisville)
limited to students who
To register or obtain
have an overall academic more information, write
average of 3.3. Interested Dr. Charles L. Moore,700
persons should contact Agricultural Science
the Department of Building-South, KU, LexPhilosophy and Religious ington, Ky. 40546-0215, or
Studies at 762-2405.
call him at 606-257-2981.

Two Fires
Occur Here
The,...Calloway FireRescue Squad responded
to two field fires Saturday
afternoon, according to
Richard Steen, squad
reported.
A field fire at the home
of Larry Lamb was the
first call at 12:30 p.m. It
started from burning
leaves and the flames
burned a large field.
tliWhile still at this fire
the squad received a call
to a field fire at the home
of Dr. John Quertermous,
Highway 94 West. It was
also from leaf burning,
but the fire was contained
to a small area.
Two trucks and five
men responded to both
fires, Steen said.

I1

Cuiston, Rt. 3, Murray,
James W. Fox, 1416C
Stadium View
Dr.,Murray,
H. Leon Adams, 803
Sunny Lane, Murray,
Ruth S. Reagan, Fern
Terrace, Murray,
Carola C. Smith, Rt. 4,
Benton, Burnett
McNeill, Fern Terrace, Murray, Eula I.
Walker,501 Pine, Murray,
William T.
McGehee, 40842 N. 1st,
Murray, Guy Boggess,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Artie J.
Bryant, Rt. 3, Murray,
Laura A. Bland,500 N.
5th, Murray,
Josephine M.
Clements (expired),
Rt. 1, Alma.

When you decide
to lose weight. .

CALL
DIET
CENTER®

Chevrolet

Chevrolet

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

-0.48
Industrial Average
3942 +1,11
Air Products
2'4 unc
American Motors
3144 -16
Ashland.
American Telephone -5942 +44
411 unc
Chrysler
1642 unc
Ford
13% +
G.A F
25N1 -111
General Dynamics
3614 +'•
General Motors
WI -44
General Tire
1842 -46
Goodrich
1714
-Y2
Goodyear
36 +46
Gulf Oil
3244 +14
Heublein
5116 +14
I.B.M.
2146b, 2144a
Jerico
1714 +48
Kmart
28 -44
Pennwalt
3.548 unc
Quaker Oats
32 unc
Texaco
4642
U.S. Tobacco
1642 +1s
Wendy's
,..15.81
C.E.F.Fund

1979 Chevy
Customized Van
4 captains chairs, couch that makes a bed, ice
box, tilt wheel, cruise control, am/fm stereo 8
track, 26,xxx miles. One Owner

$8977.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617
GENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

Chevrokt

MON., NOV.2 MU SAT., NOV.1

I did and 1 lost

r--------

70 POUNDS
in just 16 weeks!
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I HANCOCK FABRICS I
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Offer Good Nov. 9th Thru 14th

U

2 NAME:

"Continuous Family Service Since 1886"

96 Years of
Service To
Murray &
Calloway County

D

J.11: Churchill
Funeral Moms
733.2411

(Must Hoye Coupon At Time of Purchase)
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1 $
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Rebate-
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COPY AVAILABLE

641 S.
Murray

Chevrolet

HURRY! OFFER GOOD

adauct,

Teasol Welker+sals•

meeting.
Stowe described the
world as a collection of
"warring tribes," and
said that missionaries
"have centuries of experience in teaching
warring tribes a better,
peaceable way of life."
He called war "the
deliberate decision to kill,
maim and impoverish
whole populations.. an
expression of our sinfulness that the world can
no longer afford."
The missionary movement traces its lineage to
the stablistunent in 1810
of the American Board of
Commissioners for
Foreign Missions, which
was renamed to its present title in 1957 when the
United Church of Christ
was formed. The United
Church of Christ has its
headquarters at
Indianapolis.
The first five American
missionaries were sent to
the Sandwich Islands,
now the Hawaiian
Islands,' by Williams College at Williamstown,
Mass., as representatives
of the Congregational
Christian Church.
Author James
Michener based his book,
"Hawaii," in part on the
lives of those missionaries.

visa to Anstrts arid ra•vtir
went back.
That was 11 years ago.
With the help of friends,
he settled in Brookfield,
Conn., "paid 50 bucks for
an opera hat in a New
York shop, another $120
for the tuxedo coat" and
took up his uncle's
profession under the sign
of "The Candlewood
Chimney Sweep."
Business has been
bustling since the return
of the wood stove. He has
an assistant, Frank
Rudas, another
Hungarian immigrant
who came out a few years
later. Both have become
U.S. citizens and can
return home as tourists
without getting in trouble
with the commissars.
He is surprised that
with all the pride
Americans take in their
houses, they give so little
attention to their
chimneys, especially in
this day of smoke detectors and other fire
prevention devices. .
"Most owners," he
said, "try to burn their
stoves at the lowest
temperatures to conserve
wood. This results in the
most dangerous build-ups
of creosote. They should
operate -them at the
highest level for at least
an hour or two every
night to burn off harmful
build-ups in the chimney.
People should take a
flashlight and peer up
their chimneys every now
and then. If the wall is
black, slick and shiny as
glass, they are heading
for big trouble. They need
the chimney sweep to
keep them from some
very bad luck."

Stock Market

IM

vvi S. 3rd

milting- Ms -mot/ at
Tungsran, the government light bulb works in
Budapest. He slipped out
of Hungary on a tourist

$5 REBATE
COUPON

And, most importantly,
because of the understand
ing, care and knowledge I
received from my Diet Center
Counselor, I know I can
maintain my weight and never
be fat again I only wish I had
round Diet Center years ago'

11

•••

war becomes thinkable."
Stowe's remarks were
prepared for delivery
Sunday to some 1,000
delegates to the 172nd annual meeting of the Board
of Ministries, the oldest
U.S. overseas missionary
agency.
More than 700 Kentucky and Indiana church
members met with 350
delegates from across the
nation and the world Sunday at St. Johns
Evangelical Church in
Louisville.
The annual policysetting conference continues through Wednesday. The 300 churches of
the denomination's
Indiana-Kentucky conference is hosting the

Hospital Report

Dr. Robinson Reads
Paper At Vanderbilt
Dr. Franklin E. Robinson, associate professor
in the Department of
Philosophy and Religious
Studies at Murray State
University, read a paper
at the recent meeting of
the Tennessee
Philosophical Association
at Vanderbilt University
in Nashville, Tenn.
Titled 'How Plato Introduces the `Gorgias,"
the paper was prepared
through the collaborative
efforts of Robinson and
Dr. George Kimball
Ploctunann of Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale.
It deals with one of the
most neglected portions
of the dialogue, the introduction and its relation to the remainder of
the work.
The two-page segment,
the paper argues, is filled

a FlOssian
grandmother's
babuskha."
Julius worked for a
time as a machinist,

Provision Of Equity
Discussed At Meet

Income Tax Workshops Planned
Income tax practitioners will have an opportunity to receive the
latest information on individual, business and
farm taxes in 13
workshops to be held
across the state.
Sponsored by the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture in
cooperation with the Internal Revenue Service
and the Kentucky Department of Revenue,

-prtate or

.. I

